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Motives for Evangelism 1"
Wilson R. Lanpher*
/h e n
th e
C h u rch
of the Naza”
rene projects a quadrennium of
focused attention on evangelism, it is
far more than the effort of an aggres
sive holiness church to combine in
telligent techniques with a revered
and changeless commission. It is far
more than the effort of a compara
tively small religious body to shoulder
its share in keeping pace with the
population explosion, and at the same
time cut into the huge mass of modern
pagans and indifferent churchgoers.
The truth is, the Christian Church is
fighting for its survival, and while
this is not a new experience for the
Church, the struggle has become
global and more intense during our
lifetime.
As pointed out by one
writer, “ Not since the seventh cen
tury, when the M oors swept across
North Africa, and up through Spain
and France, has there been such or
ganized, fanatical opposition to the
Christian faith as may be witnessed
today in China and Russia, where
churches are confiscated, congrega
tions proscribed, and clergy perse
cuted, and even martyred. Where
there is no positive opposition in socalled Christian lands, there is an
aloofness from the church, and in
difference towards it, a materialism
which does not respond to its message,
W

•P astor, W ash in g ton , D .C .
•♦P aper rea d at D is trict P re a ch e rs ’ C o n v e n 
tion .

and a secularism which spurns its
piety and ideals. Even within the
church, there is lethargy, a lukewarm
ness, a compromising attitude that be
trays the Gospel, and repudiates the
morality and ethic the church is sup
posed to uphold.” And above it all
hangs the ominous shadow of a mush
room cloud that drives some to futile
fatalism, or a self-destroying hedon
ism.
Personally, I thank God for the
questing and soul searching that we
are doing as a church.
In quiet
groups of pastors you will often catch
the significant sentences that point to
a sincerity and a hunger: men who
are wise enough to reach for new
techniques and plans, men who are
self-disciplined and zealous enough to
lead the way, and men are searching
back in their own hearts for a motive
that can stand the gaze of a suffering
Saviour. Weary of the nominal and
ordinary, they are moving into a new
dimension of faith and obedience.
Unhappy with mediocrity, they are
devoting everything— soul strength,
time, nerve strength, temptations, dry
seasons, victories— all for the terribly
compelling
privilege
of bringing
Christ to the sins and the hungers of
human beings. The ministry is much
more than a slow-moving stream for
undedicated opportunists who fondly
hope that, once placed in this stream,
it will waft them without too much
1

effort to places of privilege and power.
It is a place where, if your eyes are
open, you can see the corroding acids
of cynicism of your middle-aged peo
ple, searching your words, your acts,
your very soul, to see if you are real.
It is a place where your ears can hear
the unformed and wordless questions
of your teen-agers, who stand un
decided, almost on tiptoe, entering the
time when some decisions will be
irrevocable, and some attitudes will
bless or curse for life and for eternity.
It is a place where your spiritual
radar will pick up invisible danger
warnings; places where your pres
ence, your prayers, your spirit are
desperately needed. And into these
situations you must take integrity of
conduct, a faith tested in your per
sonal furnace, and a set of your soul
that communicates without words.

of an original, but across the years
other little lines and shadows have
crept in, and they will continue until
he goes away back and keeps just one
copy away from the original. As long
as we copy copies, it’s bound to hap
pen. W e need a closer exposure to
the original.
How can a religion
whose Founder was born in a bor
rowed manger, killed on an ugly
Cross, amid jeering, disappointment,
and desertion, and buried in a bor
rowed tomb, get too far away from
the fact of suffering? How can we
who not only profess His name, but
have taken the solemn vows of being
leaders and undershepherds of the
flock, settle for being anything less
than copies of Him who said, “ He
that findeth his life shall lose it,” and,
“ If any man will come after me, let
him deny himself, and take up his
cross, and follow m e” ?

N ow need I labor the point that we
must go back, and go back, often, to
remind ourselves that being G od’s
man inevitably involves suffering, but
that if we suffer, we must not suffer
as wrongdoers, but as unto the Lord
and unto Christ? We are sharing in
His affliction, for the gospel’s sake.
And if we succeed, it is not really a
credit to any personal cleverness,
wisdom, or energy, given to us by
special dispensation. The truth is that
other men planted, others watered,
and we are entered into their labors;
and above all, it is God who has given
the increase. Humility is a fragile
flower that doesn’t survive too much
light, especially if our fumbling fin
gers are adjusting the reflectors.

When our denomination was young,
many of her effective ministers were
comparatively untrained, many of her
buildings were poor and inadequate,
her position in the community
was often one of reproach, and
even accounting for the purchasing
power of the dollar, her finances
were pitiful. But she seemed to be
rich in one commodity. She seemed
to be rich in dedicated men: men
whose depth of consecration had in
cluded losing everything anyway, so
that anything on the plus side was an
unlooked-for blessing; men whose
actions said, The difficult we can do
right now; the impossible takes a little
longer; men who were happier doing
the will of God as they understood it
than plotting a clever course to insure
the best impression. They were men
of courage, and if I am able to catch
the thrust of their lives, it came from
an ungoverned, reckless, even mad,
love and devotion to Jesus Christ.

It is not only the special emphasis
on evangelism that makes us go back
and take a new look at old promises;
evangelism applies to every part of
our calling. Or, if you please, there
is a sense in which every bit of our
work is evangelism. Sometimes we
resemble a man who is making copies
2 (242)

And while it is a fruitless and im
possible thing to separate a church
The Preacher’s Magazine

from its times, yet one cannot but be
a bit wistful in wondering if it is
absolutely necessary to give up that
beautiful, attractive, and compelling
courage that forms the strong founda
tion on which we stand today. Yes,
we have read history, and we know
that almost every church starts out
as we did. Heroism, sacrifice, and
miracles were common, but we were
to be the church that would not be
come the prisoner of our blessings and
strengths. And so we built good and
adequate churches, hoping they would
not be too nice for tears and “ Am ens” ;
and so we built colleges (primarily to
train ministers and m issionaries),
hoping that the ravages of secular,
liberal education would not blight our
youth; and so we improved our tech
niques. W e saw the wisdom of system
and of records. And as we were doing
all of these things, the world around
us was always changing. It was mov
ing faster and faster. The time span
of the history of our church includes
two major world wars, with their ac
companying decay. It includes a tre
mendous impact of political philos
ophy with emphasis on security. It
includes a revival of interest in reli
gion, that somehow has failed to bring
our nation to the moral resurgence
and leadership the world desperately
needs.
And in the midst of all, or part of
these forces, we have been calling and
training and influencing our min
isters.
And right about now we
usually hear it said that they are a
pretty good bunch. Well, of course
we are; you can’t knock your own
family too much. But I can’t help but
wonder how we would “ stack up”
without our rose-colored glasses. How
would we rate in terms of choosing
to be called “ men of prayer and piety,”
rather than to be known as good or
ganizers and propaganda men? Do
June, 1961

we nourish such a deep longing for
security that it dictates our service
to Christ? How would we rate in
terms of raw courage that went into
a town to hold a campaign just be
cause we felt it was G od’s will?
Some have long ago settled for the
mediocre and the average, and it is not
a menace peculiar to any age. Young
preachers, old preachers— it’s fight for
all. Some have spent their energy in
a search for gimmicks and gadgets,
as if the work of holy men could be
done with some trick. Some have
paid homage to figures and numbers,
either to show by numbers that they
were progressing or to excuse them
selves because of them, that they were
more rugged and tougher than their
brethren—but both of them bowing
to numbers. And some have just sort
of adjusted to “ getting along.” Not
enough courage or plan or passion to
be much good, but at the same time
trying not to make anyone too mad.
Within our own Zion we must keep
evaluating and re-evaluating, or else
we will find ourselves more condi
tioned to the voice of what image we
are creating in terms of superficial
criteria than we are to the sob of a
sin-crazed world. W e can create an
image of busyness and breathless ac
tivity, or we can adopt an insipid
aloofness and retreat from reality on
the grounds that “ I just can’t work
with people who won’t go the oldfashioned way.” What do we mean,
we can’t work with them? Who else
has needier hearts? Who else is our
special assignment? Who else may
be waiting for the sincerity of our
motives to shine through accumulated
layers of occupational professional
ism? The burning question that you
and I must face in the secret recesses
of our own spirits, and before the
outstretched arms of a crucified Sav
iour, is, “ Lovest thou me more than
these?”
(243) 3

As a denomination we have left the
store fronts, the tent meetings, leaky
tents at camp meeting; the impulsive,
romantic missionary giving in Halle
lujah Marches. Our ministry is better
trained; our singers and musicians are
equipped to move from Lillenas to
Bach. Our seminary men can step
into good teaching jobs. Our financial
standing is one to be envied. But
must it be an inevitable procedure
that, as God blesses us, we must be
conformed, and pushed into a worldly
standard of success? W e can go on
talking about fire when our hearts are
cold. W e can go on talking about
peace when we are just lazy and don’t
want to fight. We can measure our
selves with some church that doesn’t
believe in an all-out surrender to
Christ and the infilling of the Holy
Spirit and we look pretty good; but I
wonder which church fits us best in
Revelation— Ephesus or Laodicea? “ I
know thy works, and thy labour, and
thy patience, and how thou canst not
bear them that are evil; and thou hast
tried them that say they are apostles,
and are not, and hast found them
liars:
and hast borne, and hast
patience, and for my name’s sake
hast laboured, and hast not fainted.
Nevertheless I have somewhat against
thee, because thou hast left thy
first love.” Or would Laodicea fit
us better? “ Because thou sayest, I
am rich, and increased with goods,
and have need of nothing; and
knowest not that thou are wretched,
and miserable, and poor, and blind,
and naked: I counsel thee to buy
of me gold tried in the fire, that thou

mayest be rich; and white raiment,
that thou mayest be clothed, and that
the shame of thy nakedness do not
appear; and anoint thine eyes with
eyesalve, that thou mayest see. As
many as I love, I rebuke and chasten:
be zealous therefore, and repent.”
What are our motives for evangel
ism? What else can they be but a
pure and consuming, kindling love for
Jesus Christ?
A love that scorns
defeat and excuses. A love that is
both quick and patient; a love that
feeds our own souls as it feeds the
hungry to whom we minister. We are
fond of saying that this love helped
Paul to burn his way through a
pagan world. Well, ours is a pagan
world for all of its profession. W e are
apt to say that it carried Peter beyond
his cowardice. Well, the opportuni
ties for courage are not limited to the
first century. And we like to think
that our beloved church was started
by holy men whose hearts burned
with the message of G od’s truth.
Well, ours is just such a needy day,
and G od’s truth is just the same, and
we can be the holy men of love, if
we want to be more than anything
else.
In the final accounting it will be
the quality of our love for Christ that
tells the story. Our works of hay and
stubble, done with inferior and un
worthy motives, will perish. Let us
be those vessels of gold and silver,
instead of w ood and earth. Let our
motives stand the searching light of a
Lord whose truth echoes in our souls,
and whose work is still done by men
who care and love enough.

I t i s n o t the fact that a man has riches which keeps him from
the kingdom of Heaven, but the fact that the riches have him.

4 (244)
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XVIII. Prayer and Worship
Tt

w ould

seem

th a t,

of

a ll

of

th e

elements of public worship, prayer
ought to be the most important. Since
public worship at its best is com 
munion and communication between
man, the worshiper, and God, and
prayer is that unique vehicle which
brings man into the presence of God,
then it should be a phase of worship
that is always at its best. But all too
frequently prayer is not at its best,
and instead of being one of the strong
est parts of the service it is one of the
weakest. There have been those who
have felt that prayer was too sacred
an element of worship to be tinkered
with or to give prior attention to.
Some, in seeking to stay away from
any semblance of “ set” or “ planned”
prayers, have given little or no
thought to their prayers. Under such
procedure only weakness can result.
S ome

G eneral

P r in c ip l e s

There are some general principles
to keep in mind which relate to most
prayers which are prayed in public
service. Let us notice first what are
a few of the more important ones.
1.
Public prayer is prayer for
group. Here, perhaps more than in
any other part of the service, the min
ister is a “ priest,” in that he is repre
senting, not primarily his own need,
nor uttering primarily his own peti
tion, but that of the group whom he
leads in worship. Hence the minister
must not think in personal terms so
much as in terms of the group. This
means that in his opening phrase he
June, 1961

must call the group to prayer, for all
will not be in a mood for prayer. (2)
He must phrase his prayer in such a
way that any semblance of the per
sonal is omitted; in a real sense his
prayer must be addressed, “ Our Fa
ther.”
(3) He must keep his own
moods from reflecting in his prayer;
his voice, his words, his ideas must
radiate faith and hope and victory.
(4) He must, as nearly as possible,
truly represent the varied needs of
the group. Some will be joyful; some
will be sorrowing; some will be radi
ating victory; others will be in the
slough of despond. (5) He must use
language which is understandable by
all within the group and which will be
vivid enough, beautiful enough, grip
ping enough to challenge the w or
shiper to follow with the prayer. The
children, the educated, the unlearned
—all must find in this prayer the
expression of their own hearts.
2.
Public prayer is motivated by
the one leading the prayer. Here of
course we find the differences of
opinion which have separated reli
gious groups throughout history.
a Should the prayers within the church
be liturgical prayers, made up from
the historical utterances of the
Church and by the leaders of the
Church in a central place, or should
they be extemporaneous, formulated
and inspired by the local minister, the
one who is leading the prayer? This
of course was one of the focal points
of the Protestant Reformation and
particularly as related to the “ free”
(245) 5

churches which pulled entirely away
from liturgical forms. Needless to
say, there were reformers who gave
their lives over the principle that the
minister should pray an extempora
neous prayer rather than a set, liturgi
cal one. And many of the students of
public worship today, even among
groups who lean toward a more ritual
istic form of worship, will contend
that the “ poorest extemporaneous
prayer” pi'ayed in the Spirit and from
the heart is better than the best
liturgical prayer ever uttered. Cer
tainly this is our heritage and our
concept of public prayer. While there
is perhaps a place for short liturgical
prayers in the ceremonies—-marriage,
baptismal, the L ord’s Supper— other
prayers within the church should be
extemporaneous.
Let those who
would seek to modify this position
remember that in so doing they are
calling into question their entire
philosophy of worship. This is a point
to be guarded, if necessary with our
lives.
3. Public prayer should be prayer
and not a speech. It is important for
us to see that, if the public prayer is
to be all that it ought to be, it must
engage the mind and spirit of the one
praying and should be, to him as well
as to the group, the expression of true
prayer. This is one of the reasons we
contend that the leader is concerned
with reading the written prayer well,
or recalling it if he has attempted to
memorize it, and he fails to make it
a prayer which comes from his own
inner heart directed to God. And of
course even the extemporaneous
prayer can degenerate into being a
sermon instead of a prayer. We must
be careful lest the words of the prayer
be directed toward the people instead
of toward God.
4. Public prayer is of such signifi
cance that it warrants some thought
ahead of time. At first glance this
6 (246)

seems contradictory to what our con
cept of public prayer has been. And
it is at this point that many of the
“ free” traditions have erred. Just
because a public prayer is to be ex
temporaneous and given by (con
structed by) the one doing the praying
is not to say that it should not be
given some thought ahead of time.
This will in no way defeat the purpose
of the “ prayer of the Spirit” but
rather make it more significant both
to the minister and to the people.
a. This preparation should include
an awareness of the needs of the peo
ple. While the pastor in every in
stance might not mention the needs in
terms that would isolate those in
volved, yet he can faithfully represent
those needs to God in his prayer.
b. This preparation should include
a review of the ideas or thoughts that
will be covered by the prayer. If the
minister does not do this, he will find
himself entangled in needless repeti
tion and a monotony of prayer which
will be deadening. Not every prayer
should include all of the needs around
the world. It is good to outline, at
least in the mind, on paper if neces
sary, the petitions to be voiced.
c. This preparation should include
some thoughts as to words and
phrases to be used. One successful
pastor made it a practice to pray his
Sunday morning prayer in his study
Friday or Saturday, aloud, just as if
he were before his people. This gave
him a chance not only to pull to mind
the particular needs of the congrega
tion and the needs of the community
and the world, but it gave him a
chance to think through on words
or phrases which would most aptly
and vividly portray those petitions.
Rather than hurting his prayer Sun
day morning, this preparation brought
his prayers alive.
d. This preparation should, of
course, include the preparation of his
The Preacher's Magazine

own heart to make the minister
worthy to be the one to thus voice the
prayer of his entire congregation.
One who has prayed alone during the
week will, everything being equal, be
the one who can best pray for the
people on Sunday. If the concept of
“free,” extemporaneous prayer is to
be all that the church through the
years has thought it could be, the
minister must be one who is “ prayed
up” and filled with the spirit of
prayer. If one is not willing to pay
this price, he had better pray the
prayers written by others.
P

ra ye r

in

t h e

S

e r v ic e s

It is not necessary, in the main, to
go into great detail to outline the
types of prayers which the average
minister employs in the services of
the church. We shall mention the
most common and note a few of the
principles which ought to be kept in
mind if each of these is to be as
relevant as it can be.
1. The invocation.
Here is the
prayer which begins the service. It
should be short and should be guarded
lest it steal ideas which are to be
reserved for the principal prayer. It
should in a very real sense be a “ call
to worship.”
It should bring the
minds of the people “ into captivity”
for the service and direct their minds
toward God. It should not be thought
to be a “ gimmick” with which to
silence whispering or to get the serv
ice started, but should be a genuine
prayer from the heart. This invoca
tion, while not necessary in every
service, can well set the spirit and
atmosphere of the service.
2. The pastoral prayer. The pas
toral prayer, as it is so often called on
Sunday mornings, or the “ principal”
prayer in other services, needs our
special attention. This, more than
any other, is the prayer of the service.
The “ general principles” as noted
June, 1961

above apply to this prayer more than
to the others. Care should be taken
that this prayer is warm and relevant
to the needs of the people. The pas
tor should guard lest it be too in
formal with language which is per
sonal. It is best to retain the “ Thee”
and “ Thou” of the historic prayers in
addressing Deity, and yet it is best to
avoid an overemphasized “ Oxford ac
cent” or the ministerial tone. Never
should the minister be more sincere
or less conscious of himself and “ how
he is doing” than when he is praying.
Without doubt here is one of the great
ministries of a preacher to his con
gregation. It is quite customary for
the pastor to pray this prayer himself
on Sunday morning. There is value
in using laymen in other services, at
least on occasions.
3. The offertory prayer. The of
fertory prayer should be kept short
and to the point. It is not a time to
catch up all of the items which were
forgotten in the pastoral prayer. It
should direct the minds of the people
to the privilege of worshiping God
with tithes and offerings. It should
not always be the type of prayer
which “ sicks God on the people” or be
a stewardship sermonette. The pat
tern varies as to when the prayer is
offered. Some prefer it ahead of the
offering; others make it a “ dedicatory”
prayer after the offering is received.
Which procedure one follows is
largely a matter of personal prefer
ence determined by the plan for the
entire service.
4. Prayers for special needs. Now
and then there is a demand for
prayers for special needs. Usually
these are included in the pastoral
prayer; in emergency situations, tak
ing most of the time of this prayer.
A t other times it may be wise to call
( Continued on page 28)
(247) 7

The Preaching of M. V. Dillingham
By James M cGraw*
as g o o d w h e n I d o n ’t f e e l
good as I do when I do feel good!”
This could be a quotation from
Stengelese double talk but it is not.
It is M. V. Dillingham’s way of say
ing, in his own unique style, that a
preacher can discipline his feelings so
that they matter very little. What
matters most is that he knows he is in
the center of G od’s will, and doing his
best to point people to the Christ who
can transform their lives and purify
their hearts. This expression was
typical of Michael Vance Dillingham,
whose preaching ministry was an ex
ample of such a philosophy. When he
felt good, he prayed and shouted the
victory, and exulted in the holy joy
of full salvation; but he knew that the
trials and burdens of life are to be
counted as precious as fine gold, and
he accepted with calm joy the hard
places and heavy burdens. So he
went through life helping thousands
to “ feel good” even when they didn’t
feel good.
T fe e l ju s t

Born in Gladewater, Texas, on May
20, 1863, M. V. Dillingham had no
easy time of it in early childhood and
young adulthood. He knew very lit
tle about genuine Christianity and
nothing about heart holiness, as his
early life brought disappointments
which he learned to hide by fast liv
ing and worldly amusements. He was
a carefree, fun-loving young widower
in his early thirties when he was con
verted.
One of his daughters, Mrs. J. C.
Dobson, recalls hearing about the
brush arbor in the Comanche County
community and the devout Christians
• P rofessor, N azaren e S em in a ry.
8 (248)

who prayed for the instigator of the
shindigs and card games, whom they
believed would lead others to Christ
if they could only reach him. Without
realizing he was the object of such
fervent intercessory prayers, Michael
V. Dillingham attended the revival
more for the pastime and amusement
of it than anything else. But some
thing happened to him one night, as
anyone who has ever experienced a
genuine case of Holy Ghost conviction
for sin can understand. Dillingham
did not remember later how he got
there, but he found himself at the
handmade mourners’ bench, praying
for forgiveness. The peace that came
to his soul when God gave witness of
his sins forgiven brought such a
change to him that he instantly loved
a brother-in-law that he had hated so
much he had promised to kill him on
sight.
Five years after his conversion he
was sanctified on a hot summer night
as he lay on his cot in the yard, look
ing into the heavens and holding com 
munion with his Lord. It was while
he lay there praying that he received
an indescribable outpouring from
God. His shouts of joy could be heard
for miles on that still, clear night. In
fact, neighbors hearing it quickly
saddled their horses, hitched up wag
ons and buggies, and came to see what
was the matter at Dillingham’s house.
They found him shouting his praises
to God, and his enthusiastic testimony
that night brought conviction to them,
and several became believers. From
the moment of his baptism with the
H oly Spirit— which came to him long
before he had ever heard it preached
or understood its theological explana
The Preacher's M agazine

tion— M. V . D illingham ’s life and
energies w ere directed tow ard the
goal of spreading the gospel of full
salvation.
One of the characteristic m ethods
of the holiness m ovem ent in its early
days was the calling o f a team o f evan
gelistic w orkers b y som e laym an w ho
felt that he should take the entire
responsibility of putting on a revival
campaign. L oca l churches w ho feel
today that revivals are too costly and
they cannot afford them m ay w ell
take notice. These consecrated lay
men w ou ld call w orkers, build brush
arbors, advertise the meetings, and
then fast and pray for the com ing of
the L ord and the arrival of the preach 
ers.
Such was the case of a certain San
Saba C ou nty farm er nam ed G eorge
M cCluskey.
The brush arbor he
built was about like any other brush
arbor, and the team o f w orkers he
called for his “ cam paign” w ere B. F.
Neely and M. V. Dillingham . B ut the
results w ere just a bit unusual, for
both M cC lu sk ey and his w ife w ere
sanctified, and his tw o daughters w ere
converted and sanctified, and they
both m arried preachers. One of them
becam e the b ride of R o y M. Parks,
and the other was ordained at the
same time with M. V. D illingham and
a year later becam e his bride. T o 
gether they form ed a team for G od
and holiness; and three years later, at
its organization in P ilot Point, fo r the
Church o f the Nazarene.
Mrs. D obson, one o f D illingham ’s
three daughters w h o m arried p reach 
ers, tells of som e of the early p ion eer
ing experien ces o f h er preacher par
ents. “ T h ey w ent into com m unities
to preach the W ord often without
invitations or a place to stay,” she
writes. “ W hen churches or schoolhouses w ere closed to them, they met
in hom es, rented vacant buildings, or
used brush arbors. T heir spirit was
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dauntless, although m any times they
did not kn ow what or w hen they
w ou ld eat next. W hen food was not
available, they took it that G od w ant
ed them to fast and pray. Th ey did.
They carried a flam e o f holy fire to
crossroad com m unities, backw oods
farms, and towns. O verripe fruit and
rotten eggs w ere often hurled at them
from darkened shadows. The com 
m unities did not claim them, but they
claim ed the com m unities for G od and
holiness. The people did not want
them, but they wanted the people for
Jesus Christ. Th ey held street m eet
ings, sang songs, pum ped squeaky
organs, strum m ed out-of-tune guitars
. . . traveling on dusty trains, horse
back, buggies, and bum py w agons.”
This was the type of ministerial train
ing and early experience w hich helped
to m old M. V. Dillingham into the
man of G od w hose life and m inistry
touch ed the lives of so m any w ho
heard him preach.
F rom the tim e they united w ith the
C hurch of the Nazarene in 1908 until
they ended their pastoral m inistry in
1944, M. V. Dillingham and his w ife
held ten fru itfu l pastorates, the most
outstanding am ong them being O kla
hom a C ity First C hurch; Ponca City,
Oklahom a; and Shreveport, Lou isi
ana. In Oklahom a C ity there w ere
scores o f professions of faith, and in
one year a hundred m em bers w ere
received into the church. This dedi
cated couple com plem ented each
other in achieving significant e ffec
tiveness as pastors. T h ey have been
com pared with a sm ooth-running
m otor— “ Sister D ill,” as Mrs. D illing
ham was affectionately called, with
her dynam ic drive and push, being
likened to the engine’s com bustion
cham ber; and B roth er Dillingham, to
the oil that kept the m ovem ents w ell
lubricated and running smoothly.
U sually she preached the evangelistic
serm on in the Sunday evening service
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and he fed the souls of the members
in the Sunday morning worship hour.
M. V. Dillingham’s preaching min
istry was characterized by some of
the same factors which have made
other men great.
He wanted to
preach, and he enjoyed preaching.
Moreover, he wanted to preach well.
In his early ministry he became in
terested in an advertisement which
read, “ Learn how to preach! Send
$1.00.” He sent the dollar, expecting
a large volume on preaching. To his
surprise, his package turned out to be
one sheet of paper, on which was
written, “ Have something to say, say
it, and sit down.”
M. V. Dillingham had something to
say, and what he said was based on
the W ord of God.
His preaching
ranged from running commentary to
exposition; but whatever else it was,
it was Biblical.
One of the outstanding qualities in
the preaching of M. V. Dillingham
was its warmth in human interest,
based on his great and growing love
for people. He sensed their needs, he
felt their sorrows, he suffered with
them in their heartaches, he was con
cerned with their problems.
This
they intuitively knew, and the result
was warm rapport between preacher
and congregation.
Influencing his preaching signifi
cantly was his attitude toward prayer
as a basic part of his preparation. He
prayed often and he prayed fervently.
His members looked forward to hear
ing his pastoral prayers, and they
received strength from hearing him
pray in their homes. They knew
he made a “ serious business” of
praying for his flock. He kept cards
with names and needs listed, and he
went before the Lord with his cards
every day, naming the people one by
one, interceding in their behalf before
a God who encourages such prayer
10 (250)

and is gracious to give His answers.
In the last few years of his life
Brother Dillingham had accumulated
an active file of more than a hundred
such cards; his good wife held them
for him and read the names to him,
so that he might continue his ministry
of intercession.
There was nothing bombastic about
his delivery. His was the conversa
tional style, and his effectiveness was
not found in elocutionary skill but in
purity of communication. He would
have nodded smilingly at John Henry
Jowett’s description of his sermon at
the Water Street Mission in New
York. Jowett tells how a man prayed
in the beginning of the service that
night in which he was to preach, “ O
Lord, we thank Thee for our brother
Jowett. N ow blot him out! Reveal
Thy glory in such a blazing splendor
that he shall be forgotten.” This was
the case when Jowett preached, and
it was no less true of Dillingham’s
preaching. The glory of God came
down, the Spirit’s presence was felt,
and the preacher was “ blotted out.”
When M. V. Dillingham died in
Shreveport at the age of eighty-one,
a long-standing request was carried
out at his funeral. Dr. B. F. Neely
closed his funeral message with an
invitation for anyone with spiritual
need to come forward for prayer, and
ten hungry souls knelt and found vic
tory.
The people who loved him
placed a monument at his grave which
tells more eloquently than a thousand
words how they felt about his preach
ing. It reads: “ To our pastor.”
Perhaps the life and ministry of
this man who “ felt good” even when
he didn’t feel good teaches us that
when the glory of God comes down
upon preacher and congregation,
when Christ is exalted, when the Holy
Ghost is honored, one preaches just
as well when he doesn’t preach well
as he does when he does preach well!
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The God We Worship
By Marvin E. Grooms*
Genesis 1:1 and Matthew 6:9
I believe in God the Father A l
mighty, M aker of heaven and earth
(Apostles’ C re e d ).
Man is incurably religious. He is
the only one of G od’s creatures that
has the capacity to worship. And
from the dawn of creation man has
worshiped someone or something.
Quite often the object of his worship
was a visible thing, such as the sun,
the stars, or fire. Others, in their
primitiveness, gave obeisance to the
spirit world, evil and good. The false
worship was the result of man’s fall.
When we affirm that God is “ the
Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
and earth,” we are not bowing at the
shrine of an unknown god, but the
God of Abraham, of Jacob, of Joseph,
and of Jesus.
Texts:

T he G od o f P o w e r

God is first thought of as almighty.
He is the God of power. He “ laid the
foundation of the earth.” W e must
always realize this fact in connection
with any of our problems. Dr. Whit
comb Harding has a unique way of
illustrating this truth. He takes the
Bible in one hand, representing G od’s
power, and in the other hand another
book representing our problems and
difficulties. Our security lies in con
stantly having the Bible, G od’s power,
higher than our problems.
Only
thus are we able to cope with life.
I n f a n t il e C o n c e p t s o f G od

It is these who live in the twilight
of the Christian faith, or those with a
•Pastor, G ran d Island, N ebraska.
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shallow experience, who have imma
ture and infantile concepts of God.
To them He is the local policeman
who is always trying to catch them
doing something wrong. Or He is
conceived of as an old, very old,
grandfather who is ancient, out-ofdate, and cares little what is going on
in the world. We grow up mentally in
every area of our thinking except
in our ideas of God. Many are still
in the kindergarten stage.
Others go to the opposite extreme
and consider God in uncouth, familiar
terms as the “ Man Upstairs” and the
“ Inseparable Partner” who gives them
peace, power, and prosperity on a
silver platter. A fter all, they reason,
is He not a “ cosmic bellhop” to answer
all m y prayers, dreams, and aspira
tions? They address God as “ Father”
when they really mean “ Mamma” !
He is supposed to “ baby” them, and
reassure them that everything will
w ork out w ell for them. These are
the ones who come to church occa
sionally, perhaps to fool themselves
that they are “ tipping” God. This is
treating God as a means to an end.
W e are to seek God for himself.
Again, some are immature enough
to try to play the part of a god. They
accept the falsehood that the serpent
in Eden gave to the primitive couple:
“ Y e shall be as gods.” Commenting
on this verse, Peter Damiani, the
medieval preacher, remarked that the
devil was the first grammarian when
he taught men to give a plural to the
w ord “ G od.” No wonder the first
commandment is: “ Thou shalt have
no other gods before me.” And no
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gods after Me, not even yourself! We
must remember that we were made in
G od’s image, not He in ours.
What does it mean when we affirm
our faith “ in God Almighty, Maker of
heaven and earth” ? We mean that
God is the Cause and Creator of the
universe. He is the God that re
vealed His holiness and power to
Abraham, Moses, and Elijah.
He
solely is our Object of worship. We
stand in admiration of His power and
holiness, but also in adoration of His
love. This is adult faith in God, the
Creator.
But if we thought of God only in
terms of power and might we would
shrink from His presence. We can
affirm, as the Early Church fathers
affirmed their faith in God, that He is
“ God the Father Almighty.” Not One
to fear, but One to follow; not One
to run from, but One to run to.
T h e F a it h f u l F a t h e r

God is in the human drama. “ For
God so loved the world, that he gave
. . .” But “ God commendeth his love
toward us, in that, while we were yet
sinners, Christ died for us.” God in
pursuit of the sinner!
He is the
“ Hound of Heaven,” who refuses to
let anyone be lost.
Remember Jesus’ story of the hun
dred sheep?
There w ere ninety and nine that
safely lay
In the shelter of the fold;
But one was out on the hills away,
Far off from the gates of gold.
And the Shepherd? Seeking the one!
This is our God!
It is true that there is “ a good deal
in the Bible about men seeking God,
but there is much more about God
seeking men, and coming upon them
unawares when they were not seeking
Him, and even when they were dis
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posed to flee from Him.” 1 To know
this is true, we have only to look at
the lives of Moses, Samuel, Jonah,
and Paul. It was this tremendous
truth that found expression in the
Psalmist’s words: “ If I ascend up into
heaven, thou art there.” Oh, the in
escapable goodness of God!
W e have noticed that God as Father
is faithful and “ not willing that any
should perish, but that all should
com e to repentance.” Let us also
notice that God as Father is forgiving.
T h e F o r g iv in g F a t h e r

A llow me to say here that we should
not take the arrogant position of one
who said, as he was dying: “ God will
forgive me; that is His business.” 2
This is pride, and it presumes on the
grace of God. G od’s forgiveness is
not sentimental nor trivial.
It is
costly! God is not represented in the
Scriptures as forgiving sin because He
cares very little about sin, nor because
He is so exclusively the God of love
that all other attributes are excluded.
He delivers sinful men because He
loves them, and loathes sin.
While one is reading the Bible, he
is amazed that “ the most lyrical out
bursts of sudden poetry and doxology
both in the Old Testament and in the
New, are those that celebrate forgive
ness.” 3 Micah shouted: “ Who is a
God like unto thee?” Not in wonder
and in wrath! But “ who is a God like
unto thee, that pardoneth iniquity,
and passeth by the transgression of
the remnant of his heritage? he retaineth not his anger for ever, because
he delighteth in m ercy.”
God is grieved when we go astray.
A small boy once was tempted to do
wrong, but he refused. The other
youngster asked: “ A re you afraid
1D . M . B a illie , G o d W as in C h rist (2 n d ed.;
L o n d o n : F a b e r a n d F a b er L im ite d , 1955), p. 64.
’ H e in rich H eim . Q u o te d b y D r. J. Kenneth
G rid er in th e P r e a c h e r ’s M a g a zin e, A p ril, 1960,
p. 17.
•James S. S tew art, A F a ith to P ro c la im (L on 
d o n : H od d e r an d S to u g h to n , 1953), p . 49.
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your father will hurt y o u ?” “ N o,”
replied the small fellow, “ I am afraid
I would hurt m y father.” What truth
is packed in that incident! We must
realize that God is hurt when we sin.
He desires that we repent and turn
to Him for forgiveness.
We belong to God and He refuses
(for which we should be eternally
grateful) to let us forget that fact.
Dr. Joseph Fort Newton tells a true
story of the history of Tennessee. A n
Indian band had raided a pioneer set
tlement and carried off some little
boys with them into the wilderness.
Years passed and in a skirmish with
the Indians some of their warriors
were taken prisoners, among them a
few men with faces almost white.
Word went out inviting all who had
lost sons in Indian raids to come to the
fort. Several mothers made the long

trip to the fort to see if they could
find their lost boys. But the mothers
looked into the wild faces in vain.
Finally an officer asked if they re
membered any song they used to sing
to their children. One mother started
singing a lullaby. Suddenly one of
the warriors broke from the line and
came cautiously toward her. They
looked at one another, she still sing
ing, until the wild man, her son, fell
on her shoulders and both cried for
joy.
There is always hope for a world
like ours as long as we know there is
a God walking along the line, bringing
love back, and reminding us with a
song that we belong to Him! That no
matter how far we have journeyed
away from Him, He still loves us!
Such a God as this “ demands my soul,
my life, m y all.”

Is the Sinner's Will Actually in Bondage?

II. The Sinner Choosing a Good Act
By Earl E. Barrett*
i s s u e b e f o r e u s is not freedom
in the highest sense, attained only
in a second w ork of grace— freedom
from sin; but rather a limited free
dom, that of choice within the context
of prevenient grace. True, “ If the
Son therefore shall make you free
[from sin; see context of John 8:36],
ye shall be free indeed.” True, the
cleansed leper at Christ’s bidding
went his way (Matthew 8 :4 ); but he
also went his way before, as did
another sinner having free will (Mat
thew 5:24 ). In fact, all sinners go
their “ own w ay” (see Isaiah 5 3:6).

T T h e
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The cleansed leper went his way, the
way he freely chose both before and
after deliverance from sin. The only
difference was that G od’s way now
became his way by choice. On the
human side, presupposing of course
the activity of Satan and of God, sin
may be regarded as the result of the
wrong use of G od’s gift of free choice;
salvation, the result of the right use.
Christ took for granted the power
of the sinner’s self-decision, and held
the sinner responsible for its exercise:
“ Ye will not come unto m e” (John
5 :4 0), not “ cannot,” nor the future of
“ com e,” but the present of the Greek
theleo. “ You are setting your will
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against coming to Me.” Again, using
the same Greek word and tense, Jesus
promised, “ If any man will [willeth
to] do his will, he shall know of the
doctrine . .
(John 7:1 7). Is there
any slavery of the will here? Can
“ any man” by any stretch of the
imagination be taken to mean the
saint alone? Does this lend any sup
port to the unscriptural doctrine that
the will of the sinner is in bondage
right up to the moment of believing
on Christ for salvation (ignoring all
other preceding facts of faith used in
a broad sen se), at which time mys
teriously, somehow, it is set free?
Jesus had already told some sinners
why they had not come to Him. It
was not will trouble but an emotional
or affectional disorder— “ men loved
darkness rather than light,” and
feared exposure, “ because their deeds
were evil” (John 3:19-20).
To be saved, then, something has to
happen to the sinner’s emotions, the
desires that move or motivate the will.
Desire has to be kindled or excited,
the sinner won, “ not with enticing
[persuasive] words of man’s wisdom,
but in demonstration of the Spirit”
(I Corinthians 2 :4 ).
Jesus cried,
“ Let him that thirsts come unto M e”
(John 7:37; see Matthew 5 :5 ). In
part, this thirst arises under the con
ditioning of prevenient grace; in part,
it is created by G od’s people, “ the
salt of the earth” (Matthew 5:13).
Following our analogy, the “ handle”
has been created, in this case, through
the co-operation of God and man in
the awakening of desire.
Let’s follow the example of Christ
and be realistic about this matter of
the sinner’s ability to choose to do a
good act. W hy the discrepancy be
tween the pictures of the sinner in the
Bible and in actual life? What is the
answer? Prevenient grace. It has
been said that the question is not
14 (254)

whether a man is free, but how free,
and that a man is as free as he is
intelligent. For instance, a man in
the air is as free as his light on flying.
This is just as true in the moral realm:
“ Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there
is liberty” (II Corinthians 3 :1 7 ), and
Paul could have added, “ and light,”
for the Holy Spirit is an illuminating
Spirit, and Paul was speaking of in
tellectual or enlightening liberty.
Under the checks and incentives of a
Christian civilization and the Chris
tian Church, under the guidance of
the Spirit, the sinner is free to a lim
ited degree, free to choose and do the
good on the moral and spiritual
planes, and meet with the approval of
man, and in a more restricted, sense
of God. Theoretically, the sinner has
been stripped of the last and least
shred of goodness, and has absolutely
nothing in him that could possibly re
spond to the solicitations of God and
good people. Actually, the good de
sires kindled by the Holy Spirit, and
the good disposition created by the
sinner’s responses in co-operation,
furnish the answer to an apparently
absurd situation. Both Arminius and
W esley held this, W esley stating:
A n d although I have not an absolute
pow er over m y own mind, because of
the corruption of m y own nature; yet
through the grace of God assisting me,
I have pow er to choose and do good,
as w ell as evil. I am free to choose
whom I w ill serve.4

So then, although totally depraved
in the sense that all his powers have
been affected by sin— intellect dark
ened, sensibility deranged, and will
weakened— man is not so totally de
praved that in him is no knowledge
of spiritual realities and no desire for
restoration. Apart from prevenient
grace, the depravity can be described
as “ inclined to evil and that con

*Ibid., p. 133; see A rm in iu s, J.
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tinually,” but with divine aid the
depravity is “ mitigated,” as Dr.
H. Orton W iley expresses it. Thus,
actually, the sinner may have a desire
to respond to the heavenly influences,
and the will to choose Christ and a
better life. Wesley is more consistent
and clear on this than Arminius.
Speaking to Christians, Wesley said:
He did not force you; but, being
assisted by his grace, you, like Mary,
chose the better part. Just so has he
assisted five in one house, many thou
sands in a nation; w ithout depriving
any of them of that liberty w hich is
essential to a moral agent.5

But Arminius declared that the free
will of the sinner “ towards the true
good” is “ destroyed.” '1 But if this be
true, could even the Almighty “ assist”
it, as Arminius thinks He does in
prevenient grace? But the “ image”
in the sense used here, personality,
has been damaged but not destroyed.
Presupposing the initiation of the
process in God (John 4 :1 0 ), what is
now needed is the strengthening of
the weak, i.e., the weakened but
awakened person in the valley of
decision.
Theoretically, the unaided, natural
man can do no righteous act. Actually,
there is no such creature. “ The grace
of God hath appeared to all men.”
John Wesley, rightly then, viewed the
sinner as in a state of both nature and
grace.7 A n y sinner is what he is not
only by the sin of Adam and his own
sin, but by the grace of God. For
through the merits of the “ Lamb slain
from the foundation of the w orld”
(Revelation 1 3:8), the Holy Spirit
lost in the Fall was immediately re
stored; otherwise the race would have
perished instantly.
Actually, then,
BOp. cit. S ee B u rtn er a n d C hiles, p. 145.
8Op. cit. S ee A rm in iu s, I, 526; II, 287.
7See B u rtn er an d C hiles, op . cit., p p . 148-49;
W iley, O., and C u lbertson , P., In tro, to C hr. T h eol.
(Kansas C it y : B e a c o n H ill P ress, 1949), p . 262.
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the race has been only an instant or
less without the grace of God. Due
to His striving, His calling attention
to the attraction of the Christian life
and the attractiveness of Christ him
self, desires are kindled and elevated,
as has been shown. The sinner freely
responding
and
co-operating
is
“ drawn away of his own [desires]”
and solicited (in the good sense).
The “ handle” God uses to lift up the
sinner is thus the product of co
operative effort.
As with sin, so with salvation, the
“ child” conceived is the product of
the union of two wills— now, those of
God and of man. It is not a meta
physical union, but an ethical union,
like that of the wills of husband and
wife who become “ one” without any
loss of individuality. It is like the
union of the vine and the branches,
based upon voluntary, loving co
operation (see John 15:1-7 with
1 4 :1 5 -2 1 ) . Here we are told that
“ the vine cannot bear fruit of itself.”
The divine desire and will must be
matched and supported by human
desire and will in co-operation
(II Peter 3:9; John 1 5 :4 ).
So man, supposedly unable to make
a move towards God, unable even to
perform the good acts of repentance
and faith, can, if he chooses, respond
to the stimuli from the heavenly world
(even as Adam could respond to the
stimuli from the Satanic w o rld ), with
desires elevated by the “ softening up”
process.
Actuated now by higher
motives, co-operating with the whole
Trinity— Author, Agent, and Admin
istrator of atonement and salvation—
man is actually free to repent and
believe, i.e., to obey the inspired di
rection, a persuasive promise and not
a compelling threat— “ Draw nigh to
G od,” in the confidence that He too
“ will draw nigh” (James 4 :8 ).
(To be continued)
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Paul, the Intercessor
By R. E. Bebout*
And this I pray, that your love may
abound y et m ore and m ore in
knowledge and in all judgment;
that ye may approve things that are
excellen t; that ye may be sincere
and without offence till the day of
Christ; being filled with the fruits
of righteousness, which are by Jesus
Christ, unto the glory and praise of
God (Phil. 1:9-11).
A N IM M E N S E PR AYE R !
And
what an invigorating vision it
opens to every child of the Father’s
love! While the apostle is praying we
catch something of the vastness, the
challenging expansiveness, of the life
that is love-redeemed and loveimpelled. It is to be a life of everabounding love.
Paul was a man of prayer. Because
he was a man of prayer, he was a man
of power. Prayer is power, trans
forming power. “ The effectual fer
vent prayer of a righteous man
availeth much.” Likewise when the
church or individuals, guided by the
Holy Spirit, pray with passion and
energy, it avails much.
Note four things Paul requests in
behalf of the Philippians: (1) growth
in love: “ That your love may abound
yet more and m ore” ; (2) discrimi
nating judgment: “ in knowledge and
in all judgment” ; (3) Sincerity and
blamelessness: “ that ye may be sin
cere and without offence till the day
of Christ” ; (4) full fruitfulness:
“ being filled with the fruits of right
eousness.”
He wanted these things for them
because God willed these things for
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them. When Paul prayed, he prayed
with the mind of Christ. The Spirit
was helping him and making inter
cession for him. Christ was in the
prayer life of the apostle; therefore
he prayed according to G od’s will.
His prayers are a revelation of G od’s
will for men.
We too can pray effectually. Our
prayers can be guided by the Holy
Spirit. We especially need the aid of
the Holy Spirit, who helps our in
firmities in prayer. He understands
and will quicken the flagging soul
until it shall mount up as on eagle
wings, run without becoming weary,
and walk without fainting.
Note
Paul’s burden in prayer:
The first petition is one for growth
in love. Abbott-Smith defines the
word “ abound” as meaning: “ to be
over and above,” “ to be in abun
dance.” Another translates the verse
as follows: “ And it is my prayer that
your love may overflow .” In other
words, love is a virtue of which one
cannot have too much.
The love which must overflow,
however, is not mere emotional love.
It flows abundantly, but within the
banks of knowledge and judgment.
The knowledge in which love abounds
is knowledge gained by experience—
personal knowledge.
W e love the
Lord because we know the Lord.
“ Y ou will love Him when you know
Him.”
The w ord “ judgment” means “ moral
perception.” Divine love sends us in
loving quest for the sinner, but does
not blend us to the “ sinfulness” of
sin. We need the ability to hate sin
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without hating the sinner, to love the
sinner without whitewashing his sin.
What dulls the edge of our spir
ituality? W e shall find the answer
in the second petition, which asks for
discriminating judgment.
The be
liever’s love is to abound in knowl
edge and moral perception in order
that he may come to approve the
things that excel.
The Church’s keen edge of victory
is dulled today b y worldliness. W orld
liness has crept into the Christian
homes and into the churches until it
has dulled and blunted the keen edge
of victory that G od’s people should
have.
Now some things that are
worldly in character may not neces
sarily be evil. Some worldly pursuits
and pleasures might be justified as
containing some good. It may be that
the greatest harm done by some
worldly pursuits is that of occupying
one’s time and affections to the point
of leaving no room for those spiritual
exercises without which the spiritual
life becomes dried up.
Paul’s second petition seeks for us
the discrimination to approve things,
not merely because they are good, but
rather only if they are the most ex
cellent things available to us. W e are
not to be satisfied with the good, or
the better; we are to m ajor on the
best. We are not to be content with
what is tolerably good; we are to
insist on what is superlatively good.
The third request is for sincerity
and blamelessness. One translation
is as follows: “ And be men of trans
parent character and blameless life.”
The word rendered “ sincere” means,
according to many scholars, “ judged
in sunlight,” referring no doubt to the
practice of holding things up to the
sunlight in order to detect flaws. May
our lives show no defects when held
up to the sunlight of our L ord’s
scrutiny.
June. 1961

The life of growing love is marked
b y blamelessness.
W e are to be
“ without offence.” The standard is
high, but not too high. We do not
understand this to mean freedom
from fault, but rather freedom from
blame. The Holy Spirit through Jude
tells us that we are to be “ preserved
blameless” here.
Blameless here;
faultless yonder.
Paul urges the Philippian Chris
tians: “ W ork out your own salvation
with fear and trembling. For it is
God which worketh in you both to
will and to do of his good pleasure.
Do all things without murmurings and
disputings.
When the preacher sees his people
victorious in faith, holding forth the
W ord of life, then he may rejoice that
his prayers and tears and labor have
not been in vain.
The final petition of the four is
for full fruitfulness in righteousness.
The tree’s purpose is to bear fruit.
It is a thing of beauty in the spring
when it puts forth its leaves and blos
soms, but it is a thing of delight in the
summer or autumn when it is laden
with fruit. The initial experiences
and blessings of the Christian life are
wonderful, but its real objective is
that of fruit bearing— that is, mature
character, loving service, and soul
winning.
The fourth lovely plant that God
wants to make flourish in the garden
of love is one named fruitfulness.
We are to be “ filled with the fruits of
righteousness.” God is not content
with lives that are negatively good—
free from “ offence.” He wants lives
that are positively good— laden with
the “ fruits of righteousness.” With
these we are to be filled, filled up,
filled full, the whole soul and life
occupied with them, ever doing some
thing by which glory is brought to
God and good is done to man.
(257) 17

The Pastor's Responsibility for Church Planning
By Forrest Woodward*

T 1 7 /H Y

does
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so
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a p p roved

b y t h e c h u r c h a n d its b o a r d u n d e r t h e
le a d e r s h ip o f th e fo r m e r p a s t o r ?

The writer, having had many years
experience in designing and building
churches as a profession before en
tering the ministry, has been ponder
ing over this question for several
years.
Many times, years of planning and
expensive architects’ services have
been recklessly and unwisely discard
ed because of the pressure applied on
the church by the new pastor. Too
many times this has proved not only
expensive but unwise.
The extent of a pastor’s responsi
bility is limited to his using past ex
periences as a basis for advice and
recommendation. He should realize
that it is the people of the church who
are to “ live with their problem.”
When the main factors have been
considered, such as the seating ca
pacity (allowing for reasonable fu
ture expansion and grow th ), type of
construction most suitable for local
conditions and needs, available funds,
proper financing of the balance, etc.,
and the planners have all been paid
for their services, it is almost a trag
edy to see years of planning destroyed
in a matter of days because of the
insistence of a pastor who doesn’t
• A n th on y, K ansas.
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realize that he is only a temporary
“ fixture.”
In some instances, blunders and
unwise planning have been corrected
but usually the change has proved
tragic and expensive.
Remember, the congregation is at
the top of the “ responsibility ladder,”
not the pastor.
Of much importance is the proper
consideration and assurance of the
possibility of future expansion. The
building layout should be such that it
would not prove too costly in adding
to at a later date. Some churches
have within a year outgrown their
limited facilities, and because of im
proper planning, expansion is almost
impossible.
Another factor which is of great
importance is the construction of the
building. A fter the blueprints have
been received showing all vital de
tails of the construction, the con
tractor or superintendent should be
careful to carry out all these points
which are so vital to the permanency
of the building. It has been noted
that in many instances the idea, This
is just as good, or, This change will
save money, has later proved expen
sive in early building repairs. The
contractor must be reliable. Check
on his past experience and qualifica
tions. Look over some of his past
work. Talk to some of the pastors
involved. A few hours spent in in
vestigation may be a future saving of
thousands of dollars in costly repairs
later.
Of necessity, of course, is proper
The Preacher's Magazine

financing before beginning the con
struction work. Most banks are fa
vorable toward construction loans if
the congregation has raised a reason
able amount of money among them
selves, and if there has been a loan
“ commitment” made by a reliable
lending agency to pay off when the
building is completed. Completion of
some churches has been delayed for
months, and sometimes years, because
of faulty or improper financing. K now
where the money is coming from be
fore starting construction.
The pastor who has never been in
a building program has much to learn.

He should make sure his inexperience
does not prove costly to his congrega
tion. It is better to “ admit ignorance
than to display it.” The pastor can
prepare himself for the building pro
gram through intelligent reading and
research. He should not look over the
value of discussing the many prob
lems with others who have had first
hand experience.
Another bit of advice, Keep prayed
up— keep sweet,” for a unanimous
favorable attitude toward the build
ing program seldom exists on the part
of the congregation. Y ou may not
stay long to enjoy the new building.

Gleanings from the Greek New Testament
By Ralph Earle*

Romans 12:9-13

H

y p o c r it ic a l

L

Can there be such a thing? Paul
seems to imply the possibility when
he writes, “ Let you love unhypocritical” (lit. G k .). The w ord means
“ without hypocrisy,” and so “ genu
ine” or “ sincere.” Of course, love
that is insincere is not really love at
all. In this, as in other attitudes of
life, sincerity is the most essential
thing. W e must be sure that we are
genuine. Sanday and Headlam call
attention to an interesting fact: “ It is
significant that the w ord is not used
in profane writers except once in ad
verbial form, and that by Marcus
Aurelius.” 1 Sincerity did not receive
its full credit in the ancient world.
♦ P rofessor, N a za ren e T h e o lo g ic a l S em in a ry .
1R o m a n s, p. 360.
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H a tre d
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E v il

The Greek word for “ abhor” is the
present participle apostyguntes, found
only here in the New Testament. It
is a very strong term meaning “ hate”
or “ abhor.” Expressing extreme dis
like, it may be translated “ loathing,”
as it is in Moffatt and The New Eng
lish Bible. Weymouth has: “ Regard
evil with horror.” Williams empha
sizes, as usual, the force of the tenses
(both present). He renders the latter
part of the verse thus: “ Y ou must
always turn in horror from what is
wrong, but keep on holding to what
is right.” Sanday and Headlam say
of the term: “ The word expresses a
strong feeling of horror.” 2 The ReUbicL.
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vised Standard Version renders it
“hate.”

G

lued

to

th e

R

ig h t

The Greek w ord for “ cleave” is the
verb kollao, which means “ glue.” It
may be represented in English by
either “ cleave” or “ cling.” It sug
gests that we are to be cemented
securely to what is right.
On first sight this verse seems to
contain an odd combination of ideas.
But there is warning here that is very
relevant to modern life. Paul urges
his readers to be sure that their love
is genuine, that it is not just hypo
critically parading as love. Be sure,
he says, that you hate evil and hold
tightly to the good. Only thus can
you escape the temptations that cause
many to fall.

F

a m il y

A

f f e c t io n

“ Be kindly affectioned” (v. 10) is
an adjective, philostorgos, found only
here in the New Testament. The first
part, philos, means “ beloved.” The
second is from the noun storage,
meaning “ family affection.” Vincent
points out the implication of this
when he writes: “ The w ord here
represents Christians as bound by a
family tie.” 3 “ Brotherly love” is one
word in the Greek, philadephia.
These two verses emphasize two
important corollary truths. Our love
for our fellow Christians (brothers)
must be affectionate, but at the same
time it must be pure. This cannot be
emphasized too strongly.
The exact meaning of the second
clause of verse ten has been a matter
of dispute. The verb “ preferring”
(proegeomai) literally means “ go be
fore as a leader,” to show the way.
3W o rd S tu d ies. I l l, 159.
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The ancient versions (Old Latin,
Vulgate, Syriac, Armenian) take this
passage as meaning “ try to outdo one
another in showing respect.” That is
the sense adopted by the Revised
Standard Version: “ outdo one an
other in showing honor.”
Vincent
would render it: “ leading the way in
showing the honor that is due.” 4 The
sense of the King James Version is
preferred by D e n n e y ,a n d also by
Sanday and Headlam.11
B

u s in e s s

?

The word translated “ business”
(v. 11) is spoude. It means “ speed,
haste,” and so “ eagerness, earnest
ness.” The King James Version else
where renders it “ diligence,” “ haste,”
“ care,” “ forwardness,” but only here
“ business.” The propriety of doing so
is certainly open to question. Prob
ably the best translation is “ earnest
ness” (Williams) or “ zeal” (W ey
mouth, Moffatt, R .S .V .).
Denny
writes: “ It denotes the moral earnest
ness with which one should give him
self to his vocation.” 7
“ S

l a c k

”

or

“ S

lo th fu l

” ?

The Greek word is okneros, which
means “ shrinking, hesitating, timid” 8
or “ idle, lazy, indolent.” 9 It is used
by Jesus for the slothful servant
(Matthew 25:26).
The phrase is best rendered, “ Let
not your zeal slacken” (W eym outh),
or, “ N ever let your zeal flag” (M of
fatt), or still more simply, “ Never
flag in zeal” (R .S .V .). Luther put it:
“ In regard to zeal be not lazy.”
B

o il in g

The w ord “ fervent” is the present
(continuous action or state) participle
4Ibid.
"EGT, II, 692.
eOp. cit., p . 361.
7E G T, II, 692.
8A b b o tt-S m ith , L e x i c o n , p . 314.
“A rn d t an d G in g rich , L e x i c o n , p . 565.
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of the verb zeo, which means “ boil.”
In the New Testament the w ord is
found only here and Acts 18:25.
Goodspeed seeks to bring out the
original force of the word in his trans
lation, “ on fire with the Spirit.” V ery
similar is “ Be aglow with the Spirit”
(R .S.V .). Moffatt has, “ Maintain the
spiritual glow.”
W eymouth says,
“Have your spirits aglow.” Williams
agrees closely with Goodspeed. He
renders it, “ always on fire with the
Spirit.”
It is obvious that one problem is
that of translating to pneumati. Does
it mean “ in your spirit” or “ with the
Spirit” ? Sanday and Headlam wisely
suggest the combination: “ the human
spirit instinct with and inspired by the
Divine Spirit.” 10
P a t ie n t o r S t e a d f a s t ?

The Greek w ord is hypomenontes,
present participle. The verb hypomeno means literally “ remain under.”
It has the metaphorical meaning
“ stand one’s ground, hold out, en
dure.” 11 Sanday and Headlam sug
gest that the idea here is “ endurance
in persecution.” 12
It seems surprising that so many
have retained “ patient” here (e.g.,
Weymouth, Williams, R .S .V .). The
Berkeley
Version has “ endure,”
which more correctly conveys the
basic meaning of the verb. “ Patient”
tends to be too passive a term in m od
ern English to represent adequately
the Greek. Moffatt has, “ Be stedfast in trouble.” Goodspeed agrees:
“ steadfast in time of trouble.” That
seems better.
In s t a n t or I n s is t e n t ?

The King James Version reads:
“ continuing instant in prayer.” The
true idea here, however, is “ insistent”
10O p . cit., p. 361.
11A rn d t & G in g rich , op . cit., p . 853.
1JO p. c it., p . 362.
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rather than “ instant.” But the word
“ insist” was a new term in 1611.13
The verb is a very strong one,
proskartereo. It means “ attend con
stantly, continue stedfastly.” 14 The
thought is brought out correctly by
most modern versions: Goodspeed
and the Berkeley Version both have
“ persistent in prayer.”
Williams
brings out more fully the continuous
force of the present participle. He
renders it, “ ever persistent in prayer.”
Denny writes: “ The strong word sug
gests not only the constancy with
which they are to pray, but the effort
that is needed to maintain a habit so
much above nature.” 1’'
D is t r ib u t in g

or

C o n t r ib u t in g ?

The Berkeley Version has the lattei*
in verse 13. The simple Greek is
“ sharing in the needs of the saints.”
The verb koinoneo, here in the pres
ent participle, means “ have in com 
mon,” and so “ share.” In the case of
giving to those who are in need it
could well be rendered “ contrib
uting.” But why not adopt the sim
plest term, “ sharing” ?
The only
objection would be that we share with
people in need rather than with their
needs. But neither do we contribute
or distribute to their needs!
H o s p it a l it y

The Greek word philoxenia means
literally “ love of strangers.” That is
what real hospitality is. The word is
used only here and in Hebrews 13:2.
There, and elsewhere in the New
Testament, it is clear that “ hospitality
was recognized as one of the most
important of Christian duties.” 10
“ Given to” is literally “ pursuing”
(diokontes).
Some of the recent
versions say: “ Practice hospitality.”
That is the right idea.
'•B ridges & W e ig le , T h e B ib le W o rd
(1 96 0 ), p. 191.
HA b b o tt-S m ith , op . cit., p. 385.
1’E G T, II, 692.
10S a n d a y & H ea d la m , op . cit., p . 363.
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The Sunday Evening Service
By M. Clarke Garrison*

buildings on Sunday evening are getting to be
commonplace in our day. It is a
shame. It is a pity. It ought not so
to be. There must be a reason. Most
of us agree this should never happen
in our beloved Zion.
Tragic as closed church doors may
be Sunday evening, there is perhaps
another picture about as dark; that of
evening congregations being so small
and uninterested as many are . . . even
in our midst. There must be a reason.
Is it because the pastor is not inter
ested? Is it because some of our
people do not care for the evening
service any m ore? Is it because so
much emphasis is being placed on the
morning services there is little time
left for planning the evening service?
Is it because there are so many other
events bidding for the people’s time
they do not attend? Many queries
such as these could be asked and all,
to a degree, could be answered in the
affirmative.
Recently this writer had the privi
lege of preaching in a sister church on
a Sunday evening. There was seating
room for about 250. B y actual count
there were 240 present. A surpris
ingly large number were teen-agers.
And this in a denomination which in
many places does not even open the
T 'V a r k e n e d c h u r c h

•Hot S prings, A rkansas.
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door Sunday night. This number was
not an exception. It was regular to a
marked degree. There must be a
reason.
Was it because the pastor was a
great preacher?
He was average.
Was it because he had “ pony rides,”
“ lucky bucks,” “ hot seats,” “ grocery
barrels,” or other spectacular media?
No! And the same answer goes for
any question referring to a gimmick
of one kind or another. He had mere
ly accepted the challenge issued him
earlier to place as much emphasis on
the Sunday evening service as on the
Sunday school and morning worship
hour. With enthusiasm he sold his
congregation on the idea they should
be present for the evening service.
With planning he led them in a service
that was spiritual and uplifting. To
be fair, I must add that it was not very
difficult to preach that evening.
A pastor of our own faith chal
lenged himself to have as many pres
ent for the evening service as were
present in Sunday school that morn
ing. This was a real challenge. After
several weeks, with few exceptions,
the night crowd equaled or bettered
the Sunday school attendance . . . and
this over a three-year period. Oh,
yes, the Sunday school was above
average and increased in attendance
each of those years. There must be
a reason.
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The reason was the accepted chal
lenge. Along with it went prayer,
planning, faith, and w ork . . . much
work, to be sure. Advantage was
taken of every opportunity to promote
the evening service. Advantage was
taken, too, of the closed doors of
neighboring churches. A number of
the year’s special events were sched
uled for the evening rather than the
morning service. As m uch care in
selecting sermon topics, special musi
cal numbers, and songs was used for
this service as for the morning.

The people loved their pastor. They
believed in him. He was their leader.
His enthusiasm was catching. He be
lieved in them. They must not let
him down. He must not let them
down. Together they succeeded.
You too, pastor, can succeed in
building your Sunday evening con
gregation. Issue a strong challenge
to yourself. Make it a real challenge.
Sell your people on it. They will
follow in most instances. God will
help. God will bless you.

PASTO RS!
Remember 1961 Emphasis
"Evangelism on Sunday Night"

“ As holy fire burns in the heart of every Nazarene,
fed by soul passion, earnest prayer, and unrelenting
efforts, it will insure not only ‘Shining Lights on
Sunday Nights,’ but also altar scenes on Sunday
nights. This will be ‘Evangelism First.’ ”
D r. D. I. V a n d e r p o o l
General Superintendent

SHINING LIGH TS ON SU N D A Y NIGHTS IN ’61
DEPARTMENT OF EVANGELISM
E d w ard
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Q X J E IE IS r o f t h e

P A R S O

N

A G E ”

May she who in the parsonage dwells be radiant, poised, seren e;
And every moment of each day be every inch a queen!

Contributed by Ruth Vaughn*

Portrait of a Queen
A ^ ertrude, you will find your greatest pay in life will come from
what you put into other people’s
lives. This will be your greatest joy
and satisfaction.”
The day before he passed on to his
reward, Dr. J. B. Chapman uttered
these words to his daughter, Mrs.
Wilson Lanpher, now parsonage
queen of the First Church of the
Nazarene, Washington, D.C.
And
she has found his words to be true in
her life . . . joys and satisfaction in
the parsonage far above her greatest
expectations.
It was in her senior year at E.N.C.
that Gertrude Chapman met Wilson
Lanpher and accepted his calling to
be her calling, his place of service to
be hers. They entered the pastorate
in North Manchester, Indiana— a
new work. Many were the lessons
learned!!!
This pastorate began in the middle
of the depression. The new pastor
and his bride soon learned to dif
ferentiate between wants and needs.
Winter came and they had no way
to heat their tiny parsonage. Heat
seemed to be a necessity of life, so
they finally managed to get together
enough money for a down payment
on a used heating stove.
But it just seemed an impossibility
• L u b b ock , T exa s.
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to save the amount of that first
monthly payment. The due day came
and no money! Up until this pur
chase the young Lanphers had re
fused to buy even a loaf of bread on
credit for fear they could not pay for
it. Now in desperation on the due
day they felt they were in a position
to disgrace G od’s work by default on
a payment.
Wilson and Gertrude had prayed
but no answer had come. Then—
there came a knock at the door. A
stranger came in, visited awhile, and
as he left he put some money into the
young pastor’s hand. It was equiv
alent to the due payment!
In the very same manner this man
paid for that stove. The Lanphers
never told him or anyone else of their
need. A fter the stove was completely
paid for, the man never gave them
another money gift. God had pro
vided!
This is exemplary of the many
times when G od’s care was evident—
not only in financial crisis, but ofttimes in supplying grace (with a
little glory) to endure privations,
stress, disappointment, frustration,
sorrow, humiliations, and personal
battles. During one of these testing
times the Lord gave to her a promise
which has almost becom e her personal
golden text. It is: ‘‘The Lord shall
fight for you, and ye shall hold your
peace” (Exodus 14:14).
She has
proved His grace sufficient.
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Gertrude Lanpher is endowed with
a keen sense of humor. Thus she has
been able to find the humorous side
to many otherwise distressing situa
tions . . . and so she has found life
to be fun! She is wondrously able to
see the ridiculous in the commonplace,
the humor in the pathetic.
Deeply consecrated, with the “ beau
ty of Jesus” radiating from her coun
tenance, her conversation, her daily
impact upon the world is for good.
Through her life she illustrates the
matchless splendor of complete sur
render to the will of God, the un
surpassed wonder of living a lifetime
guided by His hand. To her husband,
her two daughters, her parishioners,
everyone whom she meets, she gives
a glimpse of the glory of God. Truly
this is a portrait of a queen!
R

o ya l

C

ookbook

This month we conclude the very
excellent answer Mrs. Dell A ycock
has given to the question concerning
“The Preacher’s W ife as a Counselor.”
We are deeply grateful to Mrs. A y 
cock for this splendid advice.
“ Often people come asking for ad
vice when really what they want is
your sanction on something they have
already done or something they plan
to do. Y ou can get ‘little old you ’ in
a heap of trouble unless you exercise
great care. Even though you say
nothing, they will feel you give assent
if you act as though you agree with
them either b y a smile, a nod, or a
look. W e all know people who have
gotten into difficulty and came back
on another, saying, ‘I thought she
agreed,’ or, ‘I thought it was all right
by the way she acted.’ I am not sus
picious of everybody but I have lived
a lot of years and met a lot of people
and learned a lot of things about some
of these people.
So never try to
‘walk a tight rope.’ It is a hard thing
to do; even the best tight-rope walkers
June, 1961

sometimes fall— and not into the net
either. Be woman enough to take
your stand when you need to take it.
“ Be on your guard for that special
type who comes, not really seeking
personal help, but to pry, to find out
something or to tell you something
and perhaps get you involved in a
situation involving other people. Re
member, the less a person confesses
to you, the better off both of you will
be. And do not be guilty of prying
yourself. If you do, you may live to
regret it.
“ In all, seek to be G od’s woman in
every dealing you have with your
people.”
B

o ok sh elf

w it h

L
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For those spontaneous parties you
are called upon to direct, the tiny
Ideas for Young People’s Parties is a
wonderful book to fall back on. It is
also filled with excellent ideas for
planned parties. Ken Anderson and
M orry Carlson have compiled a great
little book filled with games which
are not only fun but also educational.
(May be purchased at your Publish
ing House for seventy-five cents.)
H e r M a je s t y :
A M oth er
During the next few issues we will
be featuring a new division dealing
with the problems and blessings of
motherhood in the parsonage. We all
want our children to be good and
successful in life— but many times in
the busy whirl of parish demands we
fail to give to this, our greatest task,
our very best. Dr. G. B. Williamson,
in his book Overseers of the Flock,
said: “ Preachers’ children are not
naturally good or automatically suc
cessful. They take time, patience,
discipline, love, and prayer the same
as any others. Probably parsonage
children have been lost more for lack
of attention than because they were
inherently bad. While preachers are
saving others, they may lose their
(267) 27

own. It is doubtful if God ever re
quired any man (or woman) to do
G od’s work to the ruin of his family.
Regularity at mealtime, faithfulness
to a family altar, fairness in all de
cisions, firmness always with love,
and with discipline when needed, are
parental duties not to be superseded
by any routine demands of a day.”
Let us check up carefully on our lives
in this important area, that we will
not fail the precious children whom
God entrusted to us.
H eart T alk

Our “ queen,” Mrs. Wilson Lanpher,
gives us some of her views concerning
the career of the “ parsonage queen.”
“ I believe that any wife, and espe
cially a minister’s wife, has a big and
full-time career in being wife, mother,
and helpmeet. M y career has always
been my husband— trying to make
everything dovetail to help his sacred
calling. In a sense I am custodian of
a man of God, aside from his being my

husband. His very call gives me a
special part in making him available
to the demands made upon him, so
that his professional duties will not
be unnecessarily complicated by home
problems or a lazy, indifferent, com 
plaining, or selfish wife and family.
Our children are my responsibility at
home, church, and social activities.
He belongs to the people in a unique
way. I must make our home a haven
from discord and ugliness, something
of beauty upon which he can depend
at all times.
“ In the years of our daughters’
childhood, we have done without
many things in order to pay for baby
sitters, so that I would be free to go
when my husband felt my presence
was needed. This even helped pro
tect our girls from some things against
which they needed protection.
In
their presence, church difficulties and
problem members were never men
tioned. Yes, I know I have my rights,
but I try to let the Lord protect them.
I’ve been more than repaid.”

Prayer and Worship
upon the people as they leave the
place of worship. Historically, min
( Continued from page 7)
a special time of prayer into the serv isters have used any one of a dozen or
ice for the special need. The prayers more of the scriptural benedictions.
of the midweek service are often These can be effective if used with a
thought of as being this type, with personal touch. Others have com
special requests being pointed up in bined what would be a “ closing
a given prayer session. The prayer prayer” to the sermon with the bene
for physical healing, either in the diction. In other cases this is a sim
service or apart from it, would come ple dismissal. Care should be taken
in this heading. Here the prayer is not to make it too long or make it a
concentrated on the specific need. recapitulating of the sermon.
There is value in pulling the interest
Prayer and worship go hand in
and faith of the people to a single hand. The minister could well give
purpose.
all of the prayers of the services of
5.
Benediction. The closing prayer the church a careful scrutiny. The
of the service is just what its name chances are he will find a way to
implies; it is the prayer of blessing improve some or all of them.
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The Pastor's Spiritual Responsibility to Himself*
By J. Melton Thomas*

e do n o t get

very far in any week

W until we begin to think in terms
of responsibility. We do not get far
from the phrases of the oft-sung song
A charge to keep I have
A God to glorify.
It is this personal plane that arrests us
when we think of the responsibility
we have to our own spiritual lives.
A never-dying soul to save,
And fit it for the sky.
In its ultimate probing this finger has
a climactic reminder,
Help me to watch and pray,
And on thyself rely,
Assured if I m y trust betray
I shall forever die.
This is the staggering declaration of
Paul, “ I therefore so run, not as un
certainly; so fight I, not as one that
beateth the air: but I keep under my
body, and bring it into subjection:
lest that b y any means, when I have
preached to others, I myself should be
a castaway” (I Corinthians 9: 26-27).
This is the reasoned determination of
John W esley as he says: “ To candid,
reasonable men I am not afraid to lay
open what have been the inmost
thoughts of my heart. I have thought,
I am a creature of the day, passing
through life as an arrow through the
air. I am a spirit come from God.
And returning to God: Just hovering
over the great gulf till, a few moments
hence, I am no more seen: I drop into
•Pastor, S p ok a n e, W ash in g ton .
♦•Paper rea d at N orth w est D is tr ic t P re a ch e rs ’
C onven tion .
June, 1961

an unchangeable eternity! I want to
know one thing— the way to heaven:
H ow to land safe on that happy shore.
God Himself has condescended to
teach the Way: for this end He came
from heaven.” Says Paul, “ . . . lest
. . . when I have preached to others, I
myself should be a castaway.” Says
Wesley: “ I want to know one thing—
the way to heaven: How to land safe
on that happy shore.” This is the
ultimate personal responsibility of
every man— and not less, nay, even
more, the man of God.
But there are constituent parts of
this responsibility, and it is of these
that we want more especially to speak.
I have a responsibility, here and now,
not only to say, but also to be; not
only to profess, but also to possess;
not only to proclaim, but also to par
take of the benefits.
To this end, then, let us view four
facets of this personal responsibility.
We have responsibility, to the con
fidences of Christian life. In other
words, we must know faith ourselves;
we must have a personal confidence
in God. This will be a confidence
that begins with a heart-changing
rendezvous with the Spirit of God. A
man can never be a man of God until
he first realizes with Isaiah,
. . Woe
is me! for I am undone” (Isaiah 6 :5 ).
For him there will be no flying angel,
no burning coal; there will be no fire
to cleanse, no flame to challenge;
there will be no sense of mighty com
mission and moving commitment, un
less he has had this heart-humbling,
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life-altering conviction pierce his in
most being,
. . I am undone.”
How well I remember when it came
to me!
. . W oe is me! . . . ” I re
member that, but I remember more.
I remember that the fire was real;
that the flame, too, was there; for
when I drew near, my hands felt the
warmth; my mind sensed the fire; my
heart caught the glow. God not only
convicts; He just as surely converts,
just as completely cleanses, and just
as certainly empowers.
To every
committed life the promise eventuates
in fulfillment,
. . ye shall receive
power, after that the Holy Ghost is
come upon you.” It is true that these
experiences will be manifest to vari
ous individuals in various ways. But
to everyone the reality is the same.
And no man dare stand to say to
others that God can do, unless for him
these things have been done. The
gifts of God vary, but the grace of God
is uniform. Every pastor will offer
to a congregation a ministry that is
peculiarly his, but no pastor has any
thing to offer who does not have a
personal testimony. The man of God
must first be that, the man of God!
He may offer brilliance; he may offer
cleverness; he may offer scholarship
(and none of these are to be despised)
— but he must first offer himself. Dr.
R. T. Williams used to tell us that a
crowd not only sees and hears a
preacher, but also feels him. He re
ferred to this outgoing of the person,
which cannot go unless the preacher
himself is. We dare not, my brethren,
bespeak that which we ourselves do
not experience. Our first responsi
bility is to settle confidently the initial
experiences of the Christian life. And
this must be a progressing relation
ship, becoming richer, more satisfying
with passing days.
The pastor has a second personal
spiritual responsibility and that is to
the convictions of Christian longing.
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This is to say the pastor has a re
sponsibility to face up to, and must
find a satisfactory answer for the
great issues of life. In this area there
may not be the ultimate satisfactions
one can have in initial experience; for
there is no place for static dogmatism
as relates to Christian revelation.
Nonetheless, the preacher has a re
sponsibility, both to himself and to
those he serves, to settle his beliefs
and to begin proclaiming them. It
will be true that God will ever and
again give new insights. It will be
true that one will discover new ap
proaches to truth. It will be true that
fresh interpretations of old revelations
will keep the mind keen. The preach
er, however, must have some cardinal
beliefs that know no altering; else he
shall be unsettled every time he reads
a dissenting opinion. A good place to
begin is with the statement of beliefs
of the church as given in the Manual.
These things the preacher must lay
hold on. With some of them he will
warn; by some of them he will inspire;
with all of them he will proclaim. He
has a responsibility to let them grip
his heart until they are his, personally
his.
In like manner the general and
special rules of the church must be
come a part of the individual preach
er. If he is uncertain as to what those
rules are, or uncertain as to what they
mean, or uncertain as to how binding
they are, he will produce weak and
unstable members. Let these ethical
interpretations never becom e insig
nificant in his thinking.
The third area of personal spiritual
responsibility is in the consecrations
of Christian loyalty. Laymen have a
right to expect dedicated ministers.
They have a right to expect their
preacher to put in just as many hours,
to give just as faithful service, to
exploit all possibilities in the ministry,
as does the layman in his job. It goes
The Preacher's M agazins

without saying that a congregation
will do no more than does its leader
ship. If the preacher shows a lack of
faith and commitment when the offer
ings are being received, he will never
tap the financial possibilities of his
people.
If, as he approaches his
boards and committees, he shows no
imagination, he cannot expect his
leaders to come up with any dazzling
ideas for advancement. If he has a
bored and lazy outlook on his own
phases of w ork— calling, leading, ad
ministering— he cannot expect the
laymen to get excited about their
work. If he shows in the pulpit that
he has no sense of the glow and glory
of spiritual truth, he cannot expect
his teachers and workers to be spir
itual.
The preacher must be dedicated.
He owes it to his own ministry. He
owes it to his own potential in service.
He owes it to what may be accom 
plished by his surrendered and dedi
cated self. Only as he is dedicated
will he have the sense of satisfaction
and accomplishment which must be
his as he builds the Church of Jesus
Christ. His hobbies and his avoca
tions must be secondary. His services
to the organizations and clubs and
schools of his community must be
*iven a subordinate place. His task
is to build the church. He is respon
sible to put in a day’s work, to earn
lis pay check, to show by his results
n parish and pulpit that he gets up
nornings, and works through the heat
)f the day, and until the setting of the
;un.
And last he has responsibility to
the constraints of Christian love.
What an inspiration is the ministry
}f the Apostle Paul! Y ou cannot read
;he Epistles without sensing that his
was a great heart. He was dedicated.
When his friends would have re
strained him, he replied, “ What mean
ye to weep and to break mine heart?
fune, 19G1

for I am ready not to be bound only,
but also to die at Jerusalem for the
name of the Lord Jesus” (Acts 21:13).
He was an intrepid missionary; he
was an organizer of infant churches;
he was a great scholar; he was a
powerful preacher; he was a patient
organizer; he was a faithful shepherd.
A ll of these things are revealed in
Paul’s writings— which in themselves
are the depository message of Jesus,
accepted by the entire Christian
Church.
Now why? What was the source of
this cascading energy that drove the
restless apostle on? There were in
cidental phases to his ministry to be
true. But the great secret of his
mighty life is not found in these lesser
things. Rather it is found in these
words: “ . . . I am ready . . . for the
name of the Lord Jesus.” He was
doing it for Jesus; he was in love with
Jesus; he felt the pulsating love of
Jesus, so he exclaimed, “ For the love
of Christ constraineth us” (II Corin
thians 5:14).
And this is the greatest responsi
bility the preacher has— to fall in love
and stay in love with Jesus. Only this
will ultimately cause him to carry
through. People will fail him. He
will feel that his work has not been
properly evaluated and appreciated.
He will be tired, and weary, and worn.
Of making many sermons there will
be no end. The jangling telephone
will rob him of peace of his mind; the
good, jangling gossipers will rob the
peace of his life. There will be com
mittees and boards and sessions to
meet. There will be projects to pro
mote, money to raise, campaigns to
carry out. And it all will bring a
weariness of the flesh and spirit unless
he is constrained by love.
The preacher has a responsibility
to love himself— that is, to believe in
his own dignity and worth, to feel that
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he is G od’s man. He has a responsi
bility to love his people— to accept as
reality their religion and their alle
giance. He has a responsibility to
love his work— to let it thrill and

excite and stimulate him, or else to
get out of it! But finally he has re
sponsibility to love Christ, who first
loved us and “ gave himself for our
sins.”

The Marvelous Minister

m a r v e l o u s m i n i s t e r . . . no,
I’m not thinking of the world
wide evangelist, with hour-long tele
vision programs from coast to coast,
with daily radio broadcasts, large
audiences, and many volumes to his
credit. No, I’m thinking of you— the
marvelous minister, pastor of a little
“ first church.”
Ministers receive public recogni
tion, sure! They aren’t unsung heroes.
It may happen even twice a year at
your church (Christmas and recall
time of cou rse). But we really don’t
begin to appreciate you. Who else
sits outside a hospital door while life
begins or ends, marries the living,
buries the dead, corrects his young
sters, and mows the lawn— all in the
same day?
But the marvelous thing— think of
it— is preparing 150 messages a year!
No other public speaker must do this.
Lawyers and politicians have their
speeches prepared for them by writers
and secretaries, but not the minister.
T P h e
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Anyone can be creative, original, and
unique . . . once in a while, but not
three times a week!
Texts and
themes come, at times, by inspiration,
but messages come by hard work . . .
and they must be homiletically cor
rect, theologically sound, and interest
ing. Look how fatigued the layman
is who just completed a thirtyminute N . Y . P . S . program.
With a message long enough to get
the gospel across, short enough to
please the board, unique enough to
interest the crowd, and simple enough
to be understood, you enter the pulpit
to preach to what looks like a replica
of the stone faces at Mount Rushmore,
intermixed with crying babies and
fidgety children— and you do it three
times a week.
H ow ?
The laymen will never
know, and all of this for the pay of
a common laborer.
W e marvel at you . . . the marvelous
minister!
— G o r d o n W. N i c h o l s
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"I Am So Glad You Were Here"
By H. C. Litle*

T ^ a n k h a d b e e n very sick for several
*■ months.
Every time I called I
could see he was failing. It seemed
clear that he could not live long, ex
cept by a miracle of healing. He and
his wife had been Christians, and
members of the church, for many
years.
One night after a busy day of call
ing and other “ work of the ministry,”
as midnight neared, the phone rang.
The message, taken by m y wife, was,
“This is sister S------ . Tell Brother
Litle that Frank is worse. There is
nothing the pastor can do, but I just
wanted him to know .” I said, “ That
means Frank is near the end. There
is one thing I can do. I can go and
be with them in this hour of anxiety.”
In a short time I was in Frank’s
home. When his wife saw me she
said, “ O Pastor, I did not expect you
to come at this hour of the night. I
just wanted you to know .” I replied,
“ I understand, but I wanted to com e.”
Entering the sickroom, I saw that
Frank was in a coma. Since it would
be useless to try to talk with him, I
suggested that we pray. And I was
glad that I could say confidently, “ Into
Thy hands, O Father, we commend
the spirit of our brother.” Within an
hour Frank slipped away to meet the
Master, who many years before had
transformed his life by His “ amazing
grace.”
Thinking of that most trying m o
ment when sister S------ ’s loved one
would be taken from the home, I tar♦E vangelist,
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ried until the undertaker came and
removed the body. Again I waited
until the extreme grief of that moment
would somewhat subside. Knowing
that some of the neighbors would re
main with sister S------ , it seemed un
necessary that I stay longer. Even
so, I still lingered, being loath to leave
the house of sorrow. Finally, how
ever, I said, “ Sister ----------, I will be
going now. But we will be praying
for you, and I will see you tomorrow.”
Then, from the depths of her sorrow
ing soul, she said, “ O Pastor, I am so
glad you were here.”
A s I drove down the deserted street
in that hour before the dawn, the
weeping words of the woman, now a
widow, kept ringing in my mind and
heart, “ I am so glad you were here.”
Before I reached home I seemed to
hear the “ still small voice” of another
saying, with surpassing sweetness, “ I
too am so glad you were there, walk
ing with M y sheep through the valley
of the shadow of death.”
O
my brother minister, let us do
our best to be always ready, day or
night, to hasten to the home or the
hospital when one is going through
life’s supreme sorrow. Perhaps you
will say but little, for words are never
weighty when weeping weighs us
down. But your presence will speak
loudly in that hour. The people may
forget what you say, but they will
never forget that you were there.
And when you meet them again, in
the city of God, will they not say once
more, “ I am so glad you were there” ?
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Malachi, a Preacher with His Eye on Money
By Ira E. Fowler*

l o t o f m o d e r n - d a y congregations
would not give a preacher like
Brother Malachi a call. They would
not want a man like him to be their
pastor. I do not think too many would
even bother giving him a call as an
evangelist. Their attitude would be:
A good man, I am sure, but a bit
radical along the line of money. He
talks too much about tithing and
spends too much of his sermon on
offerings.”
Malachi preached a lot about
money. Every sermon he delivered
to his congregation struck them where
it hurt the most— their pocketbooks!
Some accused him of not having any
other sermons to preach, but Malachi
kept right on preaching about money
anyway. It is right certain that some
whispered behind his back that all he
was interested in was a bigger salary
and a larger offering, that the poor old
man was money-mad and desirous of
“ feathering” his bed.
Well, this did not seem to bother
Brother Malachi too much, for he had
his message from God; and when a
preacher has G od’s message, God will
stand by his side while he preaches
it! Malachi took G od’s w ord as a
burden on his heart, and when
a preacher gets up to preach with a
burden, something is going to happen.
Yes, sir, Malachi was a preacher
with his eye on money. He kept a
close track on the tithes and offerings
that his congregation gave. He knew
\

♦Pastor, P a rk ersb u rg , W est V irgin ia .
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that people who really love God will
gladly give. He knew they would
give the best they had. Malachi also
knew that when his congregation be
gan to get “ tight” with God, and to
offer the Lord less than their best,
they would soon be backslidden and
lost.
That is why he preached like he
did. That is why he kept his eye on
the money. Malachi had learned the
hard truth about money. He had
watched his congregation. He saw
them start holding back on God.
Offering God sick sheep and blind
cattle for a sacrifice! He saw them
argue with the devil and lose the
argument. He saw them put the love
of money and material things ahead
of their love and devotion to the Lord
God, and then watched their spiritual
fervor dwindle.
Timid and dignified folks feel that
a preacher should never get excited,
especially about money, but Brother
Malachi got excited anyway! Recall
Sunday might be just around the cor
ner, but Malachi put G od’s message
first, and the searing truth thundered
out to the money-loving crowd.
What a man! What a burning mes
sage! What blazing truth comes from
the lips of this great prophet of the
Old Testament!
“ Y e have robbed
God. Y e have robbed God of his
rightful tithes and offerings. They
belong to God and ye have robbed
Him. Y e are thieves and robbers.
Y e are cursed with a curse for your
sin. Even this whole congregation
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has robbed God and is cursed with a
fearful curse.
“Bring in all the tithes— not a part
of them—no, but all the tithes into
the storehouse. No more using G od’s
tithe for a new chariot payment and
the rent. No more sending it off to
sick Grandma and little Hosea, who
is away at school in Jerusalem. No,
bring them to the storehouse of God.
Bring your offerings after you have

given your tithes, and watch God turn
the curse into a blessing— so great
that you cannot contain it. God will
bless you till there is not room enough
to receive it.”
Malachi was not a popular preacher.
He did not have a popular message.
But he was G od’s preacher. He kept
his eye on the money, for he knew
that God Almighty kept His eye on
the m oney too.

Journey Through the Junk Yard

was looking for a certain thing that was not on the
And I
was right at his heels, for I was curious. What do they have at such
places? W here do they get it? Why would anyone buy junk, or even
collect it free? What does he do with it? And how does the owner
make a living with such a very unimpressive hobby?
y

fr ie n d

M market, so his search finally took him to the junk yard.

My questions were soon answered. The owner makes a living
buying and selling junk. It is not a hobby but a full-time, profitable
business. But I hardly believed it. Old rags were piled up in bales.
Old bottles were put into stacks and piled everywhere. And there
seemed to be no end to the mountain ranges of scrap iron: car motors,
wheelbarrows, cultivators, sewing machines, and on and on the list
goes. They were all broken and rusty and twisted and worthless, I
thought. But the junk man knew better. The rags would be made
into slick white paper for expensive books and beautiful pictures. The
broken bottles would be cut glass or mirrors. The rusty, twisted iron
would be transformed into expensive watches and automobiles.
Then I thought of the human wreckage all about us. I too am in
business: the dignified business of reclaiming broken mankind, bring
ing precious souls to the foot of the Cross, where they are turned from
darkness to light, from the pow er of sin unto God. Others often fail
to see the value of the wrecked souls I work with. But I know “ the
power of G od unto salvation.” Jesus saves!
— F

June, 1961
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"No Man Can Serve Two Masters"
By Harry Childers*
w ord s
o f
this title are the
Master’s words in His Sermon on
the Mount. He was declaring to men
of His time and of all ages that there
were no sinner Christians nor Chris
tian sinners but, without exception,
men would be one or the other.
I should like to borrow this phrase
and lift it out of its context to express
a truth which needs to be aired.
Being better acquainted with my
own experience than with those of
others, I shall begin with my own.
I sat in my study on Saturday
morning. B y my right hand was my
open Bible; by m y left (m y writing
hand) was my note pad. Arranged
across the back of my desk were sev
eral open books.
Somewhere here amid this jumble
was the sermon which, when touched
by the Holy Spirit, should set at rest
tired minds and heavy hearts. They
had faced the cares of life, the dis
couraging effects of an unconcerned
world about them, and the onslaughts
of Satan. I, their pastor, to whom
they looked for much of their food
and strength, had little to offer them.
Through my mind raced masonry,
concrete, roof beams, labor, and many
other details of the building program
which was in progress.
The job had not been imposed upon
me— I assumed it willingly. Having
been born and reared in the building
business, it was natural for me to do
it; and, due to the particular financial
circumstances, it was a matter of
assuming the job or not building. A
new building was essential to the
continued existence of that church, so

H P iie
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there was seemingly no choice. Thus,
they had a builder but no pastor in
any real sense of the word. The vital
w ork of the pastor was either barely
touched or ignored completely, for I
could not serve two masters.
Tired in mind and body, I doggedly
w orked and prayed, finally delivering
that sermon. I am sure that God was
faithful to His children at that and
many other like services; I am equally
as sure that some of them went away
feeling that He could have helped
them as much at home.
I am not unaware of the circum 
stances which make contractors of
pastors, yet I ask the question: Can
any church afford the loss of their
pastor for that amount of time? To a
considerable extent, that is what hap
pens, for Jesus said “ No man can
serve two masters.”
The church building program is by
no means the only master which
sometimes gains unrightful control of
the pastor’s time. A pastor of whom
I know resigned an important and
influential civic chairmanship. The
position was in many ways an asset
to his work as minister in the com
munity; but he confided that the
work, as important and beneficial as
it was, consumed so much of his time
that he was neglecting much of his
pastoral work— his first responsibility.
I think that these examples suffice
to make my point clear. A ny matter
that becomes master of so much of
the pastor’s time as to hinder him in
his all-important work of gathering in
lost sheep and feeding the flock is an
illegitimate master, for “ no man can
serve two masters.”
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And what a difference it has made in
my enjoyment of my religion and my
church!
I don’t have a guilty feeling when the
offering plate is passed. I have a satis
faction that I am doing my part.
I don’t feel a resentment toward my
pastor any longer when he preaches
faithfully the Bible doctrine of tithing.
I know now that he wasn’t preaching for
my money, but for me, because giving
is a spiritual experience.
I don’t feel like it is “ their” church
but “our” church; for when I pay my
tithe into the church, I am putting in
part of my life, spent in earning that
money. My heart is where my treasure
is, so I find my heart in the church as
never before.
Now I know that I believe the Bible
from cover to cover. I am done with
explaining away its obvious command
ments and promises.
■
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Because of the housing shortage near
the military base where he was sta
tioned, a young doctor and his wife and
three children had to live in cramped
quarters in a hotel. A friend said to the
doctor’s six-year-old daughter, “ Isn’t it
too bad that you don’t have a hom e?”
To which the philosophic young one re
plied, “ Oh, we have a home, we just
don’t have a house to put it in.”

On B e i n g C o n s i s t e n t
“What funny names those Korean
towns have!” remarked a man from
Schenectady, as he read a Poughkeepsie
newspaper while on his way to Hacken
sack.
“ We all make footprints on the sands
of time. Some leave the imprint of a
great soul— others just the mark of a
heel.”
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The great Creator drew the plans for
me within His heart of love;
The great, eternal God gave His dear
est Possession that I might be erected;
My only and one Foundation is His
Son, whose body was nailed to a tree;
My Chief Cornerstone— the Stone
which the builders rejected;
My walls—placed without hammer’s
sound— are built by the martyrs of the
centuries;
My steeple points ever toward that
Great Architect— Builder throughout
eternity;
My door swings open to all of every
age—bidding them welcome.
June, 1961
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“ Every Christian occupies some kind
of pulpit and preaches some kind of ser
mon every day.
“Discontent is the penalty we must
pay for being ungrateful for what we
have.
“ When you talk, you only repeat what
you already know—listen, you may learn
something.
“If someone were to pay you ten
cents for every kind word you spoke
about people, and collect five cents for
every unkind word, would you be rich
or poor?”
“To teach something you don’t know
is like coming back from where you
haven’t been.”

—Gathered by the way
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Power Unlimited

Trusted with the Gospel
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( v . 7 ).

Us

P ow er

to

W it n e s s

to

Be

(v. 8).
III.

abor

A. Not be chargeable to anyone.
B. Night and day (v. 9).
C. Unblamable in conduct (vv. 10,
III.

T im o t h y 1 :7

I . G o d G iv e s

S peak

A. Not pleasing man, but God (v. 4).
B. Not flattery (v. 5).
C. Not self-glory (v. 6).
II.

II

Us P o w e r
(v. 12).
IV. G o d G i v e s Us P o w e r
(v. 12).
V. G o d G i v e s Us P o w e r
G od

G iv e s

U n

asham ed

in

to

B e l ie v e

to

S uffer

— M . D . C l in e

A. “For what is our hope?”
B. “Ye are our glory and
(v. 20).

jo y ”

— M . D . C l in e

There Is Joy in Losing

Cayce, S.C.
T ext:

Philippians

Acting Under Orders
T ext:

Acts

8 :2 6 , 4 0

II.

I. G o d ’ s C o m m a n d G iv e n

“And he arose and went” (v.
G o d ’ s M e s s a g e D e l iv e r e d

IV.

G o d ’s O b j e c t iv e R e a c h e d

2 7 ).

My

R ig h t e o u s n e s s

and

(v. 9)
“Not having mine own righteous
ness” (v. 9).

G od’s C o m m a n d O beyed

III.

L o s in g

O n e se l f in

F in d i n g H i s

“ The angel of the Lord spake . . .
saying, Arise, and go” (v. 2 6 ) .
II.

3 : 8-10

H i m (Christ)
Count all things loss to gain Christ
(v. 8).

I. L o s i n g

III.

L o s i n g M y W i l l R e c e i v in g H is

“ That I may know him” (v. 10).

Philip preached Jesus (v. 35).

— M . D . C l in e

( v . 39)

— M . D . C l in e

Awakening to Realities

Evangelism First
T ext:

Acts

I. P r e a c h

8 :4 -6
w it h

a

P u rpose.

people are found (v.
II.

P reach

to,

N ot

at,

Where

4 ).
P eople.

He

“preached Christ unto them” (v. 5).
III.

P reach

C h r is t ,

N ot

A bout

H im .

He “ preached Christ unto them”
(v. 5).
IV. P r e a c h E x p e c t a n t l y . “The people
with one accord gave heed” (v. 6).
— M . D . C l in e
38 (278)

I Corinthians 8:6
Is B u t O n e G o d .”
All must meet Him (Philippians
2:10-11; Romans 14:11).
II. He Is G o d o f A l l T h i n g s . Without
Him there is nothing.
A. Creator (Psalms 24:1)
B. Sustainer (Psalms 23:1, 4)
C. Leader and Guide (Psalms 25:5)
III. H e Is G o d t o A l l .
(John 6:37;
Isaiah 55:7).
—M. D. C l i n e

T ext:

I.

“ T here

The Preacher's Magazine

The Two Brothers
T

Divine Urgency
Everyone of us desires to
make some sort of progress in this
life. In business we like to see that
it is moving forward. In school we
apply ourselves to the task of making
good grades, and this is as it should
be. For there is a sense of urgency
in about everything we undertake to
do in this life. However, there is a
sad lack of this enthusiasm in pro
claiming this glorious gospel to the
ends of the earth. May God enable
us to see the glorious opportunities
afforded every one of us in this com 
ing quadrennium to advance the
gospel to the uttermost parts of the
earth as fast as we can in order to
reap a great harvest of souls. Con
sider the text:
e

M

ust

A

cknow ledge

O

ur

D

I. A
H

II. C

ebt.

W

e

M

ust

A

ccept

O

ur

T

ask

W

e

M

ust

A

ugm ent

O

ur

C

.

o m m it t a l

.

A. No service can be acceptable un
less self is. “ So, as much as in
me is.”
B. We must intensify our efforts in
these next four years.
C. Let us be faithful to those who
are less fortunate. “I have kept
nothing back that was profitable
to you.” “ So, as much as in me
is”—of the love of Christ that
constrains, the grace that inspires
— “I am ready.”
Let us assume these per
sonal responsibilities and launch an
offensive against the forces of evil
in these days of uncertainty, and
assure ourselves that we can do the
job that we are challenged to do this
quadrennium.
■— H e n r y T. B e y e r , J r .
Baton Rouge, La.

C o n c l u s io n :
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ad

A
A

ccepts

the

pparently

R

W

ay

T

hat

G

od

evealed.

a in

R

ejects

the

W

ay

of

S a c r if ic e .

Notice how it affected his life.
A. He was angry at his brother.
How easy it is to be bitter against
those who are better than we
are! Anger manages everything
badly.
B. The New Testament speaks of
“ the way of Cain” (Jude 11).
1. “The way of Cain” is the way
of selfishness.
Christ sends
none away empty but those
who are full of themselves.
2. “The way of Cain” is the way
of hatred as opposed to love.
C. Strange thing, but in the third
chapter, Adam sins against God,
and in the fourth chapter, Cain
sins against man. Every form of
sin is mentioned in these two
chapters. Cain’s way was too
refined to slay a lamb, but not
too cultured to murder his
brother.

A. To present a universal gospel.
B. To prepare for challenge.
C. To say: “ I am ready.” For any
task. To speak boldly.
III.

bel

A. God is approached only through
atoning sacrifices. Christ is our
Mediator (I Timothy 2:5).
B. God is glorified by a life of faith.
“He pleased God”
(Hebrews
11:5).
C. He validated his profession of
faith with works of righteousness
(I John 3:12), and in James,
faith and works are coupled to
gether.

A. For experience we are enjoying.
B. For enabling grace that is ours.
II.

Genesis 4:1-15

There is no difference
between the brothers. They were
both corrupt branches of decayed
tree. But a great difference be
tween their sacrifices. The words
“by faith” in Hebrews teach that
God had revealed a way of approach
to Him (Romans 10:17).

In t r o d u c t io n :

I. W

:

In t r o d u c t io n :

Romans 1:14-16.

Text:

ext

C

:
These altars exist today.
Few are gathered at the altar of
Christ, while many go “ the way of
Cain.”
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s

o n c l u s io n

Grand Island, Nebraska
(279) 39

B. Through the measures of merci
ful providence

A Desire to See Jesus
T

ext

John 12:21

:

II. B

Since man is instinctively
a religious and rational being, he
desires to worship and adore some
one higher in power and authority.
Jerusalem was crowded with w or
shipers. Among them were certain
Greeks who inquiringly asked to see
Jesus. Consider the ways we can
see Jesus.

I. J

esus

S een

T

hrough

H

W

is

II. J

esus

S
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T

hrough

H
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is

III. J

esus

S een

T

hrough

H

is

III. B

IV.

T

hrough

P

E

x

v e r w h e l m in g

S p ir it

G

of

od

P

the

O

W

verall

o r k in g

r o v id e n c e

B

y

R

e c o n c il ia t io n

R

G

e n o u n c in g

od’s

O

ffer

of

: A man may admit himself
to be a fool and never do anything
about it. W e must blame self for
our backslidings and not others, but
we must ourselves be willing to fall
at the feet of a merciful God and
acknowledge our wrongs.
— H e n r y T. B e y e r , J r .

S

c r ip t u r e :

S a v io u r -

ersonal

e f u s in g

iv in e

o n c l u s io n

1 : 21) .
S een

D

C

B. As powerful Emancipator.
esus

O

the
the

A. A chance to be restored when so
undeserving
B. A challenge to accept all of God’s
grace

A. As promised Saviour (Matthew

J

of

A. In the cave of Adullam (I Sam
uel 22:1)
B. In the wilderness of Ziph (I Sam
uel 26:2)

hood

IV.

R

y

of

u m a n it y

A. While on earth (Philippians
2:7-8; Hebrews 2 :9).
B. Touched with man’s infirmities.

e s is t in g

A. By the avenue of sweet music
(David’s harp)
B. By the aim of satisfying missions

ord

A. The Scriptures speak of Him
(John 1:1, 4).
B. The testimony of himself (John
16:28).

R

y

Influ ence

I n t r o d u c t io n :



p e r ie n c e

A. Through the new birth (John
3:3).
B. Through the newness of life
(Romans 6:22).
C o n c l u s io n :
As we have personally
experienced Jesus, let us not fail to
point Him out to others, so that they
too will get a glimpse of Jesus.
— H

enry

T. B

eyer,

The Test and Triumph of Man
These verses of scripture
given by divine inspiration, give the
people of God sufficient warning so
as to avoid the many pitfalls de
vised by the devil. Faith in God
and His promises makes us less vul
nerable to Satan’s attacks. Let us
ponder these words of warning for
our eternal good.

I n t r o d u c t io n :

J r.

Self-omitted Fool
T

ext

:

I

Samuel 26:21

I. T

Saul was once a chosen
vessel of the Lord. The people de
sired him for a king. He had all of
the qualifications of a great leader.
Success blinded his eyes. His way
up the political ladder was ulti
mately his mighty downfall. Con
sider how the capable leader played
the fool.
y

M

R

e je c t in g

the

O

vertures

of

ercy

A. Through the means of a faithful
mediator (Samuel)
40 (280
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W
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G
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a t ie n c e

K

ept

A. Christians are the patterns of
Christ’s patience.
B. Christians are patterns of conduct
and accomplishment.

I n t r o d u c t io n :

I. B

Revelation 3:10-11

II.

T

he

P

r o m is e d

W

onders

of

G

od’s

P

r o t e c t io n

A. Christians kept during fierce
testings and fiery trials.
B. Examples of this protection
throughout the Bible.
III. T

he

Show

W

il e s

of

S a t a n ’s

P

o s it io n

n

A. Trying to destroy saints.
The Preacher's M agazine

B. Trying to refute God’s Word.
IV . T

he

W

is d o m

G

of

o d ’s

P

C

R e

rophecy

vealed

A. Confirming all that Christ and
the prophets had spoken.
B. Declaring that Satan’s kingdom
will be destroyed.
V. T

he

W

il l

G

of

o d ’s

P

r o m is e

P

: Truly all of us can be glad
of the verse: “Where sin abounded,
grace did much more abound”
(Romans 5:20). Man is victor be
cause of the victorious Christ.
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s

o n c l u s io n

re

The Forgiveness of Sin

v a il in g

A. Fulfilling His covenant promise.
B. Furnishing crowns for the over
comers.
C o n c l u s i o n : May these words of truth
give us the needed comfort and
strength in these days of test and
uncertainty. God will prove him
self a Strong Tower for His people.
— H

T.

enry

B

eyer,

Jr.

Man— a Victim or Victor of Sin?
Text:

Genesis 3:15
man conquered or
The Bible reveals the

In t r o d u c t io n :

Is

conqueror?
story to us.
I. M

an

C

annot

Ignore

the

R

e a l it y

of

S in .

A. We may deny the story of Eden,
but the trail of the serpent is in
evidence.
B. What is sin? The center of sin
is self-centeredness. Sin creates
chaos.
II. M

an

W

as

M

ade

to

T

ran scen d

S in .

A. Sin is not a necessary part of
man, although “ all have sinned.”
B. Paul informs us: “ Sin shall not
have dominion over you.”
C. Man is to be a son of God and
not a slave to sin.
III. M
C

an

C

an

T

r iu m p h

O

nly

B

ecause of

h r is t .

A. The sufferings of Christ are our
succor (Isaiah 53:5).
B. His grace grants us forgiveness
(Ephesians 1:7; Romans 3:24).
C. His “ grace is sufficient . .
(II Corinthians 12:9). “All that
I need is Jesus,” because all that
I need is in Jesus.
D. “ Greater is he that is in you,
than he that is in the world”
(I John 4 :4).
June, 1961

But where is the lamb for a burnt
offering? . . . God will provide . . .
(Genesis 2 2 : 7 - 8 ) .
I n tr o d u c tio n :
From primitive times
have offered sacrifices for their sins.
Notice the outstanding sacrifices for
sin in the Bible. (Outline thought
from George Williams, The Stu
dent’s Commentary on the Holy
Scriptures, p. 7 4 .)
I. A b e l ’ s S a c r i f i c e f o r H i m s e l f (Gen
esis 4 )
A. It was a blood sacrifice of the
first fruit.
B. It was offered “by faith” (H e
brews 1 1 : 4 ) .
II. T h e P a s c a l L a m b f o r a F a m i l y
(Exodus 1 2 )
A. To be placed on the “side posts
and on the upper door post of
the houses” (Exodus 1 2 : 7 ) .
B. This was for the protection of the
first-born.
III. T h e D a y o f A t o n e m e n t f o r a N a 
t i o n (Leviticus 1 6 :3 0 )
A. The priest was to offer a sacrifice
for himself.
B. Then the priest offered a sacrifice
for the sins of the people.
IV. T h e L a m b o f G o d f o r t h e S i n s o f
t h e W o r l d (I John 2 : 2 )
A. He is God’s Sacrifice for sin
(Romans 5 : 8 ) .
B. Propitiation (G od’s means of
dealing with sin) for sin (R o
mans 3 : 2 5 ) .
C. Pardon promised through Christ
(Matthew 2 6 :2 8 ; Hebrews 9 : 2 2 ) .
C o n c l u s i o n : The Old Testament sacri
fices were not sufficient to per
manently redeem men. True for
giveness, which the human soul
needs, is only through the sacrifice
of Christ.
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s

T ex t:

(281) 41

A Prompting to Be Filled
with the Spirit
Ephesians 5 : 1 6 - 1 8
God urges us to be “filled
with the Spirit.” There is a great
deal of truth contained in these
verses of scripture for our edifica
tion.

C. The tragedy of the Fall (vv. 1424). Especially verse 24 shows
the expulsive power of evil. “ So
he drove out the man . . .”

T ext:

I n tr o d u c tio n :

I. W

e

M

K

ust

n ow

D

th e

if f e r e n c e .

“Be not drunk with wine.”
A. By spiritual discernment.
B. By serious disquisition.
II.

W

e
M u s t D e s ir e t h e B e s t .
“ Be
filled with the Spirit.”
A. Since it is God’s will.
1. More to be desired than silver
and gold.
2. We must thirst after it.
B. Since the Spirit came for this
purpose.
1. There is no limit to the bless
ing.
2. There will be the enduement
of power.

III.

W

e

M

ust

A

ccept

the

B

est.

A. By a thorough consecration.
B. By a complete trust and willing
ness.
C o n c l u s i o n : May God enable us to see
what He has in store for those that
love Him and seek His will. Amen.
■— H e n r y T. B e y e r , J r .

The Soul
Genesis 2:7
In t r o d u c t io n :
Man does not possess a
soul. He is a soul! A living and
eternal soul! And the Scriptures
reveal three amazing facts about the
soul.
I. T h e S o u l F o r m e d b y God (Genesis
2:7)
A. God created the soul. He com 
municated to him life.
B. Man is a self-conscious and self
determining being.
C. Life is a divine bestowment.
I I . T h e S o u l D e f o r m e d b y S i n (G en
esis 3)
A. The temptation (vv. 1-5).
B. The transgression (vv. 6-13).

T

ext

:

42 (282)

III.

T

he

S

oul

T

ran sform ed

by

C

h r is t

A. The need.
1. Born in sin (Psalms 51:5).
2. Acts of sin. “ All have sinned
. . .” (Romans 3:23).
3. Material does not profit. “ What
is a man profited, if he shall
gain the whole world, and lose
his own soul?” (Matthew 16:
26) The soul is of paramount
importance.
B. The nature of this transforma
tion. “ Therefore if any man be in
Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away; behold,
all things are become NEW”
(II Corinthians 5:17).
C o n c l u s io n :
The Psalmist’s question,
“What is man?” can be answered
only as one looks at the Cross. It
was there Christ died to save your
soul.
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s

A Walk with God
T

Genesis 5:2
This is the last glowing
account of a man who experienced
a walk with God before he was
taken to heaven.
This gives us
ample proof of the possibility of
walking with God in this life.

ext

:

I n t r o d u c t io n :

I. A

W

alk

w it h

G

od

in

L

if e

A. Among friends and foes
B. Amidst trials and tests
II. A W a l k w i t h G o d i n T r u t h
A. A testimony that bore witness
B. A task that brings wholesome
rewards
III. A W a l k w i t h G o d i n F a i t h
A. When the devil assails
B. When darkness abides
I V . A W a l k w i t h G od in H o l in e s s
A. By sublime consecration
B. By solitary obedience
C o n c l u s io n :
If we are to enjoy God’s
presence, we too must walk before
Him in holiness. This is an experi
ence to be enjoyed by all.
— H

enry

T. B

eyer,

J r.
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Getting a Bad Start in Life
(Lot)
S c r ip t u r e :

Divine Providence

I. P

An unforgettable line
from a familiar hymn reminds us
that
God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform.
Certainly this is applicable to Jo
seph’s life!

. . .
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P
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A. Man proposes— “they conspired
against him to slay him.”
B. God disposes— “But God was
with him . . . and he made him
governor over Egypt and all his
house” (Acts 7 : 9 - 1 0 ) .
II. A
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od
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O
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A. God prepared the man. Two
things are seen in Joseph:
1. That God is good, even in bad
times.
2. That disappointments may be
His appointments.
B. God prepared the man for the
task and brought good out of the
bad incident.
III. T
T

r in g s

19).
A. Lot “pitched his tent toward
Sodom” (v. 12). Dr. T. Cuyler
points out, “ And soon Lot moved
into Sodom and before long
Sodom moved into him.”
B. When destruction was about to
fall, he could not influence his
sons-in-law to flee from the city.
Don’t lose your testimony!
C. L a s c iv io u s n e s s follows when
Lot’s two daughters give birth to
children of their father.
C o n c l u s i o n : Lot got a bad start in life
when he chose Sodom. It is choice,
not chance, that determines your
character and destiny.
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s
It s I n e v it a b l e R

W
T

S e p a r a t io n .

A. Abraham makes a generous pro
posal in vv. 8-9, “We be breth
ren.” Let this word “brethren”
rule your life of dealing with
others.
B. Lot makes a selfish choice.
Someone has said, “Lot lifts up
his eyes in self-will and obtains
a few acres; Abraham lifts up his
eyes in self-renunciation and is
given the whole land.”
C. Lot was as materialistic as
Abraham was magnanimous.
III.

I.

S t r if e .

A. This is the first instance of riches
in the Bible.
B. Possessions became the major
item of Lot’s life. Great abun
dance of riches cannot by any
means be both gathered and kept
without sin.
C. Wealth brought strife.
How
should the child of God handle
his wealth?
II.

5 0 :2 0

In t r o d u c t io n :

and Lot dwelled in the cities
of the plain, and pitched his tent
toward Sodom (Genesis 13:12).
I n t r o d u c t i o n : If Shakespeare had writ
ten about Lot’s life, it would have
been classified a tragedy. And it
was! Notice the downfall of Lot:
Text:

Genesis

T ex t:

Genesis 13:1-13
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In d i
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“to

S
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l iv e .”

A. The blessings and providence of
God should be a means to an end
and not an end in itself. Pass
your blessings on!
B. God prepared the man, and now
Joseph prepares the people. One
thing is crystal-clear:
things
won’t right themselves.
They
never have and never will! God
uses individuals to do His work.
C

:
God is working in every
life. He desires to make and mold
you so that you can be vessel “meet
for the master’s use.”

o n c l u s io n

— M

a r v in

E. G

rooms
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II.

An Acceptable Sacrifice
S c r ip t u r e :

II

I n t r o d u c t io n :

— H

enry

T. B

eyer,

Jr.

III.

M

A Glimpse of the Invisible
Hebrews 11:24

:

Christians will be tried
in one way or another, and when
we are going through such experi
ences, we must cleave to God and
truth, even though it may involve
suffering and misunderstanding. For
with the eye of faith we see “him
who is invisible.” Consider the text
by observing how:

I n t r o d u c t io n :

I. M

oses

P

rotested

the

In j u s t ic e s .

A. Unafraid when faced with deci
sions (v. 23).
B. Unexcelled when threatened with
dissension (v. 24).
C. Unchallenged when told of de
liverer (v. 40).
44 (284)

the

I n h e r it a n c e .

oses

P

lanned

th e

I n s u r r e c t io n .

The Man I’m Most Disappointed in
(Esau)
: Esau was a cunning hunter, a man
of the field, and . . . sold his birth
right unto Jacob (Genesis 25:27,
33).
I n t r o d u c t i o n : Here’s a man I wish had
succeeded! He could have! I n my
opinion he’s a b oy’s idol— a sports
man and an athlete. But he failed.
Why?
T

ext

T

ext

rotected

A. Purposed this when in palace
(v. 24).
B. Perceived this when in prayer
(v. 26).
C. Planned this when a partisan
(v. 23).
C o n c l u s i o n : Your faith in God will be
tested. When the world, the flesh,
and the devil are arrayed against
you, planning your destruction, a
glimpse of Him who is invisible will
give you the assurance of a peaceful
haven beyond this life.
— H e n r y T. B e y e r , J r .

I. B

T

P

o ses

A. Refusing worldly popularity (v.
25).
B. Renouncing ungodly pagans (v.
24).
C. Resisting evil practices (v. 25).

Samuel 24:18-25

Every on of us should express his
indebtedness to Christ, the Church, and
Christians. For this reason we ought to
exalt these influences to a high level
before a God-denying, Christ-rejecting
world. There are many Christians who
sacrifice unstintingly of their goods to
keep the Word of God progressing, and
their actions have been honored by God.
Consider the worth of these scriptures:
I. A C o s t l y S a c r i f i c e
A. An expressive desire to give
B. An extreme delight in giving
C . An extensive distribution of gifts
I I . A C o n s c i e n t i o u s S e r v ic e
A. Depth of sincerity
B. Disregarding own security
C. Demonstrative in service
III. A C o m p l e t e S a n c t i o n
A. Confirmation of sacrifice
B. Conscious of task
1. Plague was stayed.
2. Position regained.
C o n c l u s i o n : We must consider that no
sacrifice is acceptable unless it costs
us something. We must be willing
to sacrifice all for the good of the
Kingdom and the salvation of the
lost.
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A. We are tested more by trifles
than by great crises.
B. We must stand the test of faith
fulness in little things. “ He that
is faithful in that which is least
is faithful also in much” (Luke
16:10).
C. Someone wrote: “ No one has
any more religion than he can
command in an emergency.”
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A. He lived for the flesh. No place
for the spirit. The little girl’s
explanation of St. Paul “ keeping
under his body” was not far
wrong: “by keeping his soul on
top.”
(Griffith Thomas, D evo
tional Commentary on Genesis.)
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B. He lived for the moment. He
was a minute man. By this I
mean he had no consideration for
the future.
C. He later regreted his blunder, for
Hebrews 12:17 tells how he
failed, even with tears, to per
suade his father to change his
mind.
D. The scripture terms him “pro
fane”—no appreciation or re
spect, and even no place for the
sacred and holy things.
C o n c l u s i o n : Esau failed to see that the
soul needs food as well as the body.
Many do today! Are you guilty?
— M a r v i n E. G r o o m s

IV. His A p p e a l . “I adjure thee by God.”
A. An innate desire to be free.
B. An intrusion that payed off.
“He was made whole.”
1. Christ is approachable.
2. Cry out to Him.
C o n c l u s io n :
Regardless of how far a
man may have departed from God,
or how deep in sin he may have
gone, or how greatly possessed he is
by the devil, Christ can set the
captive free.
— H

enry

T. B

eyer,

Jr.

Trust God’s Providences
Esther 4
. . . and who knoweth whether
thou art come to the kingdom for
such a time as this? (Esther 4:14)

S c r ip t u r e :
T

A Son of Belial
T

ext

:

Mark 5:1-10

Jesus made only one visit to Gadara.
It was there Jesus demonstrated His
power in ousting the devil from this
demon-possessed, raving maniac.
When it seemed as if all hope was
gone for this son of Belial, Jesus
came to Gadara.
His presence
makes the difference.
May His
coming to church today make a
noticeable difference. May we ex
amine this case for our own good.
A

bode.

“D w e llin g

a m on g

t o m b s .”

A. Association undesirable (Ephe
sians 2:1).
B. Assigned to place by Satan.
C. Assaulted those who passed by.
II. His A l l e g i a n c e (to Satan).
A. He was unmanageable.
1. None could help or advise
him.
2. He abused his body. “ Cutting
himself with stones.”
3. Many are doing the same thing
today:
III. His A n g e r : “He cried out.”
A. His aggravation. “What have I
to do with thee?”
B. His argument.
“ Torment me
not.”
C. He was addressed b y Jesus.
“ Come out of the man.”
June, 1961
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I n t r o d u c t io n :

In t r o d u c t io n :
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A. Notice the contrast between the
books of Ruth and Esther.
1. Ruth is idyllic, pastoral; Esther
is a historical book.
2. Ruth describes lowly persons;
Esther tells of the king and
queens and courtly affairs.
3. Ruth is a story of a family
circle; Esther is the story of a
nation.
B. Esther is a distinctively religious
book.
1. God’s name is never men
tioned within it.
a. Yet could not be written
by an unbeliever.
b. Reading it is a source of
strengthening faith in the
providences of God.
2. The book describes the event
that gave rise to a highly
honored feast among the Jews
(Feast of Purim).
C. Consider these teachings from
the book:
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A. Judah had thought of God’s pro
tection as belonging to their na
tion. Here God cares for them
as individuals among a foreign
people.
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B. Christian, you are safe any
where, except outside the will of
God.
1. In life’s extremities, we are
kept.
2. In the midst of trials, we are
kept.
3. (Read the first stanza of “He
Will Carry You Through,” No.
211, in Praise and Worship.)
II.
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Three cases in point:
A. Esther comes to the throne
(cc. 1— 2).
1. Tell the story of the feast and
events leading to Esther’s be
ing made queen.
2. Don’t blame God for the
drunken party, the sensual
king, but it was He who raised
Esther to be queen.
3. God can do the impossible for
His own.
B. God’s people are saved (cc. 3—9).
1. Tell the story of Haman’s plot,
Esther’s faithfulness, Haman’s
end, and the Jews’ victory
over their enemies.
2. Qualities Esther needed were:
courage, loyalty, and faith in
God.
3. The assistance she received
was: the fastings and prayers
of God’s people, parental en
couragement (Mordecai might
be considered her foster fa
ther), and the power of her
own prayers.
4. Christian, when we line up
with God’s will, we are safe.
C. Mordecai is exalted (cc. 6, 10).
1. A sleeping king and the sleep
less providences of God work
together.
2. The Jews are protected; M or
decai is exalted.
3. Christian, be faithful at the
gate and you may have an
opportunity to be faithful on
the throne.
46 (286)

:

A. God’s providential care is real!
B. The triumph of right over wrong
is certain!
C. Steadfastness in the life of a
Christian is needed!
D. Romans 8:28 is our promise!
E. Be encouraged; press on, beloved
of God.
— Ross R. C r i b b i s
Brantford, Ontario, Canada
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Warnings Given
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:

Philippians 3:2

I n t r o d u c t io n :

Paul lovingly warned his people of
the dangers of false prophets and
false teachers, etc., who were trying
to imbue the people with damnable
heresies and making merchandise
of them. Because of these vicious
leaders many were led away from
the simplicity of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. As we view this remarkable
text, let us pray that we may gain
strength from it.
n I n d ic a t io n o f D a n g e r .
“Beware
of dogs.”
A. Deceiving demagogues and de
stroying demons.
B. Dangerous doctrines and delusive
dedication.

I. A

n
I n t r u s io n o f D e c e iv e r s .
“Be
ware of evil workers.”
A. Principles that were ungodly.
B. Practices that were unstable.

II. A

n
I n c e n t iv e t o D is c ip l in e .
“ Be
ware of the concision.”
A. Avoid such circumscribed willworship.
B. Acquire such creeds as relate to
Christ’s teachings.

III. A

C

:
May Christ give us wis
dom and grace to avoid the influ
ences of these damaging doctrines,
and by so doing enable us to keep
free from any other such entangle
ments.

o n c l u s io n

— H

enry

T. B

eyer,

J r.
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THE N EW ENGLISH BIBLE

(Oxford-Cambridge, 1961, 447 pages, cloth, $4.95)
To put it in just a statement, this is the British answer to the Revised
Standard Version. In 1946, when the New Testament of the R.S.V. came
from the press, the same year the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland set in motion the development of a translation of the Bible by
British scholars. There were representatives from most all of the church
groups of the British Isles, except the smaller Wesleyan groups, and that
is a distinctive lack which reveals itself in the translation.
The publishers insist this is not a version but a translation. By that
they mean it is not the revision of recent versions, but the scholars, they
insist, went back to early manuscripts and are giving us an actual trans
lation.
The committee of British scholars has been under the direction of Dr.
C. H. Dodd, himself an eminent Biblical scholar, who in retirement, has
given vigorous leadership to this very substantial project.
It has a distinctly British tone and flavor; many words that are not
commonly in use in American conversation could be found throughout. It
is perhaps a better literary style than is the Revised Standard Version, but
certainly considerably below the actual literary beauty of the King James.
A t the spots in the New Testament where Wesleyan theology crops out,
the New English Bible will not be found any more kindly or friendly to the
holiness position than was the original version of the R.S.V. The use of
“consecrate” for “sanctify” is a confusing factor in this Bible.
Perhaps it would be well to sum it all up by saying we have not yet
found, even in this, a fully worthy successor to the King James Version.
Much that the New English Bible gains in the way of more recent scholar
ship it loses by awkward expressions, and a failure to have taken into
careful consideration the holiness scholarship of the British Isles. It is
another translation worthy of its place on the minister’s shelf for sermon
preparation. We are yet waiting, and may wait throughout our lifetime,
for a successor to the King James for public reading in the pulpit.

M A N TO M A N

Richard C. Halverson (Cowan, 1961, 258 pages, cloth, $3.95)
Here is a list of one hundred sermonic guinea pigs. Each one is more
than a text and less than a sermon. The author sets out to speak to men
in man’s language, forcefully, directly, avoiding platitudes of piety.
I
think he has quite well succeeded in stating his case in understandable
language, but I will have to admit he hasn’t made a very strong case. The
author does not have truth well organized or well enough arranged to
provide a reference book for you if you were being asked to speak to a
group of men at any place.
[une, 1961
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MESSAGES FOR MEN

H. C. Brown, Jr. (Zondervan, 1960, 150 pages, cloth, $2.50)
This book sets out to answer two significant questions: (1) “What do
discerning laymen think of the layman’s role in the church?” (2) “How
do they regard the pulpit ministry of the pastor?” Seventeen outstanding
laymen have been chosen; each one gives two contributions in an attempt
to answer these two pressing questions. The men selected are outstanding
men—and there are some fine messages. There is no doctrinal emphasis.
These are inspirational and rather pointed messages. You will especially
appreciate the way the laymen state flatly their high expectation of the
pulpit ministry and their desire that the minister disentangle himself suffi
ciently from the routine that he may, when he climbs the pulpit steps, be
vigorous and anointed.

M A TTH EW HENRY'S CO M M EN TARY on the Whole Bible

Matthew Henry (Zondervan, 784 pages, cloth, $9.95)
We are all acquainted with the set of commentaries by Matthew Henry,
which has been a stand-by in evangelical circles for many years. Dr.
Wesley F. Church has edited this entire series by abridging and condensing
it into this one large volume.
The text of the Bible is not included, merely the commentary. There
are nearly eight hundred pages. There have been retained the actual words
of Matthew Henry. There are times when a Sunday school teacher would
like to buy a commentary with less than the amount of money required for
an entire set, and this is something that is conservative and evangelical.
It could not be classified as a holiness commentary, but our long use with
the Matthew Henry set reminds us that it does not militate against the
Wesleyan position to make it objectionable.

A L L THE K IN G S AN D QUEENS OF THE BIBLE

Herbert Lockyer (Zondervan, 1961, 253 pages, cloth, $3.95)
It has become a successful format to develop encyclopedic books cover
ing certain types of persons in the Bible. This author has had previous
volumes on “The Men of the Bible,” “ The Prayers of the Bible,” “The
Miracles of the Bible,” “The Parables of the Bible,” and “The Promises of
the Bible.”
Here is a volume now on the kings and queens of the Bible, with the
subtitle “Tragedies and Triumphs of Royalty in Past Ages.” It is nondoctrinal of course, and does provide a wealth of research for a sermon
series on some such theme as “The Royal Road to Kingliness.”
The author gives us more than merely a restatement of the facts from
the Biblical account. He incorporates also a lot of valuable historical
material from secular history to make this a worthy successor to the
previous volumes covering facets of Bible personality.
48 (288)
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H a n d y to have a r o u n d
a n d s h a re with others

How often are the times when the parsonage is called upon to give a
reading or make suggestions to others for a special program or some
social event!
Now, for just a small investment, you may have an outstanding variety
right at your finger tips. Y ou ’ll find a suitable selection for most any
purpose—one that will add interest, fun, and inspiration to the occasion.

SACKED STORIES
NEW! Tw elve entertaining readings by BESSIE G. OLSON for oral
interpretation. Written against a setting of both Bible and modern times
in a style easy to read and quick to memorize. Each carries a mean
ingful message. Takes from 4 to 7 minutes. 48 pages, handy digest size,
paper cover.
$1.00

RELIGIOUS READINGS No. 1
Here you may benefit from GERTRUDE TAYLOR'S years of experi
ence as a speech instructor. Included in the tw enty-three selections
are prose, poetry, and dialect from lVz to 5 minutes in length. An
extra feature is the 24-page Piano Supplement providing appropriate
background music. 48 pages, paper cover.
$1.25

RELIGIOUS READINGS No. 2
Another compilation of inspirational material by GERTRUDE TAYLOR
chosen for their interest, suspense, and above all, spiritual impact.
Am ong the seventeen readings are those on mother, father, wedding
and babv showers, dedication and anniversary services. Take from 1%
to 15 minutes. Complete with 36 pages Piano Supplement. 48 pages,
paper cover.
$1.25

TW ENTY-FIVE INSPIRING READINGS
Religious stories compiled by LAURA S. EMERSON for a variety of
uses— six with missionary emphasis, four on temperance, and still
others for Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving, M other’s Day, education
service. Each has been audience-tested and chosen on the basis of
their response. Reading time, 8 to 10 minutes.
$1.25

Excellent Sermon Material Also
FOR OTHER M A TE R IA L P A R T IC U L A R L Y H E L P F U L IN PROGRAM
ING S E E "O UR M A STER BUYING G U ID E "— F R E E UPON R E
Q U EST.

O rd e r T o d a y !

You'll use them often!

Twenty-five

SSS
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
2923 Troost, Box 52 7, Kansas City 41, Misosuri
Washington at Bresee
IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor Street, West
Pasadena 7, California
Toronto 9, Ontario
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$4.50 on first two volumes
Get two additional books
with this outstanding offer on

THE P U L P I T C O M M E N T A R Y
*
*
*

Scholarly— Comprehensive
Stimulates Original Thought
23 Volumes with Clear, Large Type

•
•
•
•

One of the most complete and useful
sources of scriptural exposition a n d
homiletics on the entire Bible. It is vast
in scope, inexhaustible in content, and a
widely used source of reference for sermon suggestions.
.
Here you will find an entire library m
ip. //T j i i j*
i
itself!
Introductions
explains every
book of the Bible; “ Expositions” provide

Treats Every Verse of the Bible
Complete— Unabridged
20.510 pages— 9,500 Subjects
100 Contributors

full and adequate treatment of every
passage; “Principal Homilies and Briefer
Homilies” follow immediately after each
“Exposition” ; an “Index of Homiletic
Dissertations” and a separate “ General
Index" provide easy and ready access to
, .
;
.
‘
any desired psss32e bein£T studied,
J
&
Practical in every aspect!

J a k e a d v a n t a g e of this sp e c ia l offer AT O N CE
■ Send just $6.50 and receive Volumes 1 (Genesis-Exodus) and 15
(Matthew). An $11.00 value with a S4.50 savings to you!
* For the next twenty (20) months this set will be sent on a V olum e-aMonth Plan at $5.50 each.
» Upon completion, you will receive Volume 23, a 472-page, complete
Index regularly selling for $3.50, PLUS an ad ditional b on u s, the 1,257page book every minister wants in his library—YOUNG'S A N A LY TI
CAL CONCORDANCE (unabridged), regularly selling for $12.75,
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A $16.25 value at no cost whatsoever to you!
■ This offer good through November 1, 1961.
Printed on fine-quality paper and bound in attractive, durable, cloth-board binding
.4 w orth w h ile in vestm en t m eetin g the n eed s o f today's m inister

ACT NOW!
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